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Hlorffan and Other Capitalists

such reports mandatory upon
commissioner of corporations.
"The enormous earnings of the
steel corporation are due not to a degree of integration of efficiency not
possessed by its competitors, but to
the ownership of ore reserves out of
all proportions to Its output or requirements and to the control and
operation of common carriers, divisions of rates, and the liberal allowances obtained from other concerns
through Inequitable and inordinate
terminal allowances. The business of
production and transportation should
be absolutely separate, distinct, and
no Industrial concern should be permitted to own or operate an Interstate carrier.
"The attorney-generof the United
States and his subordinates should
not be permitted to exercise an absolute discretion as to the Institution
of procedings:underthefactof July 1,
Anti1890, known as the Sherman
trust act, or other acts prohibiting
combinations iii restraint of trade. Ttie
parties Injuriously affected by such
combinations should have acooas to
the courts and the benefit of aaequate
and sufficient remedies for wrongs
irflicted by (such combinations."
, The legislation recommended
by the
majority consists of three bills One
of them, commonly knovn as the
Erandeis hill Is designed to give an
injured party , the right to institute
suit to prevent the orgdnization of a
combination in restraint of trade.
This bill also transfers the burden of
proof to the defendant corporation to
show that it Is a combination within
"reasonable restraint of trade." The
bill recommended by the committee
has long been pending before congress, having been Introduced by Senator La Pollette and Representative
.

Said to

Have Been Greatly Enriched

al

IGANTIC COMPANY FLAYED UNMERCIFULLY
Its Policies Are Said to Have Been Instrumental For Lcrwer Socio!'
Great Publicity Is Recommended as a Remedy for the Evil Found to Exist
Representative Sterling Files a Minority Repor- tOther Members Also Dissent
.

ojjical Condition of Its Employes

-

terlocklng directorates of railway and
industrial organizations.
Th,e activity of the corporation in
politics i laid bare and its influence
described and the "Steel Trust" as1 a
tariff beneficiary and its part in the
h
tariff act
making of the
are touched upon by the democrats.
...The icommitijee recommends legislation to our trust evils and to meet
existing conditions. It condemns the
Steel corporation but does not invade
the jurisdiction of the United States
court in which there is now pending
a government suit for its dissolution.
Early in its report the committee
sets forth that it would investigate
"as if no proceedings on the part of
the United States government were
now pending against said corporation,
but not for the purpose of determining the questions Involved in the action brought by the government."
The government's suit ts to discover If the United States Steel corporation is "in violation of the Sherman

Aug. 2. The report
Washington,
of the majority of the committee of
the 'house of representatives directed more than a year ago to investigate the United States Steel corporation was submitted to the house today by Representative Stanloy, of
Kentucky, chairman of the committee.
"?The report was signed by the chairman and Representatives Ballet., of
Georgia; McGillicuddy, Mains; BealL
Texas; and Littleton, New York, democrats.
Gardner,
Representatives
Massachusetts; Danford, New York;
oYnug, Mlddgan, and Sterling, Illinois, republicans, dissented from the
report of the majority.
Representative Sterling submltO-his individual views in a minority reLittleton,
port and Repres(ntative
democrat, dissenting from the recommendations of the majority for amendt
law,
ment of the Sherman
filed his views.
Representatives Gardner aui
will unite in another mino!tv reYoung
port which Representative
will sign and add to it his own findings as to the facts surrounding the
organization and operation of the
steel corporation.
The report of the malority deols
with the steel trust from its Inception
and describes th, various steps by
which J. P. Morgan and his associates
built up the corporation. In aiiditlon
to recommendations for legislation
suggested as remedial, the democratic
members of the committee r.ialte general accusations against thai men responsible for the organization.
J. P. Morgan and his associates are
held up as being th) l.enefklaries
of enormous profits reiikod from the
of the subsidiary
nanies of the steel cor.ooration
and later of the corpoartion Itself.
Judge B. H. Gary and his dinners
to steel manufacturers are ; .'edited
with a scheme by which prices and
territory were controlled by the steel
trust after pooling agreements 'were

Payne-Aldric-

d

anti-trus-

Dan-for-

d

anti-tru-

made.

Former President Roosevelt is in-for making the control of the
steel trust absolute and is charged
with being responsible for the gigantic stature which the trust has
j

The United States steel corporation
is flayed as an enemy of organized
accused of lowering the
conditions of its employes
and of contributing to American industry workmen and work methods
and foreign to the best
Interests of labor.
Principal stockholders1 of the steel
corporation are accused of exerting
a powerful and injurious influence on
the business of the United States by
means of control exercised through in- al

j
j

law."

'

In summing up its conclusions the
majority report says:
"The control of corporations by the
federal government, as recommend,!
aui
by Mr. Carnegie, Judge Gary
Whatevei
others, is not approved.
may be the evil results of the elimination of competition from thie steel
business, it does not justify sue a
remedy and could not be cured by it.
In its
Such a control,
nature, Is beyond the power vested
by the constitution in the federal con,
gress.
"Iho abuses mentioned in this report can In a great measur-- be remedied by giving to the operation
of the United States Steel corporation and other like corporations the
widest publicity, and by he strict enforcement of laws specifically inhibiting the employment of cunning
devices by which an unfair advantage
over competitors is secured. The bureau of corporations possesses the
authority to thoroughly investigate
the internal affairs of industrial concerns doing an interstate business.
Had the character of the steel
pcation and the nature and extent
of Its operations been known to the
people and to the president of the
United States at the time of the absorption of the Tennessee Coal and
Iron company, it is highly improbable
that the chief executive would in 20
minutes have given his consent to a
merger fraught with infinite injury
to the steel industry and to the pi!

coi-gres-

place is prejudicial to its safety, It
is Its duty and right tb intervene."
Senator Lodge said the Monroe
doctrine did not touch on the precise
point involved in the Magdalena case.
Senator Lodge added that the opening of the Panama canal gave to
Magdalena Bay an importance it had
never 'before possessed, as the Fana
ma routes paes in front of it.
Senator Cummins expressed the
opinion that the resolution did not
make clear the. relation between a
foreign government and a foreign

"I do not deem it wise for the Unit
ed States to Bay that the stock of a
corporation owning land around Magdalena Bay should not be held by citiOTHER COUNTRIES
MUST NOT zens of another
country without some
ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH
relation of stockholders to their govMILITARY BSES.
ernment," said he.
Senator Cummins warned the government from taking a position from
WCHXSEEEIKD CLOSED DC2IS which it might be compelled to recede
humiliation." Mr.
with, chagrin and
information
more
'for
called
Stone
UPPER HOUSE FEARS GOVERNand "thereupon Senator Root moved
MENT SECRET8 MIGHT

REDEL ARMY IS ROUTED AMD

PLAflilO

0R0ZC0 IS

TO

FLEE TO TOE UNITED STATES

Federals Soundly Defeai the Insurrcctos in
the Vicinity of Ojitos

STCFS ACQUISITION CF LAD
:

LEAK OUT

,

Washington, Aug. 2 After a three
hour debate behind closed doors the
senate today, 1 to 4, adopted the
Lodge resolution defining tho attitude of the United States in disapproval of the acquisition by foreign
interests of any territory on the western hemisphere which might be urcd
as a military or naval base or menace "the approaches" o.f this coin-tiy- .
..:

the senate
wthin closed
session, was ordered.
As the senate preceded behind
closed doors, many joined in a demand to know what effect might fol
low a pronouncement by the United
States that it would guard its approaches to the etxent of keeping
foreign corporations from acquiring
land at advantageous points.
Senator Lodge declared that the
proposal was no broader than the
precedent' followed by England when
it protested against the acquisition of
a naval site by Germany on the coast

Before the senate had proceeded
far with the Magdalena Bay resolution, discussion began to touch so of Morocco.
close to government secrets that the
NO APPEAL ALLOWED.
doors were closed and consideration
went on in executive session. SenaWashington, Aug. 2. There is no
tor Lodge, calling up the resolution, appeal in pure food matters from a
which is framed to record the disap- decision of the referee board of the
proval with which the United States department of agriculture to what Is
as the "three secretaries
would view the acquisition by fos known
1
eflgn interests of property on the board," composed of the secretaries
western hemisphere,
which
might of the treasury, commerce ana labor
become
or
naval and agriculture, according to an
eventually
military
bases, declared its passage was in opinion rendered by Attorney General
Wlckersham.
the interest of peace."
The' commit tee of foreign relations
believed It wise that the bnlted
BIG TIMBER SALE.
States should not let a situation arise
San Francisco, Aug. 2. The largest
in which it might be necessary to timber sale the government has ever
urge a friendly nation to withdraw made under one contract and the largLenroot.
when that nation could not do so est sugar pine belt operation in CaliAnother hill would provide that "no
without humiliation," he said.
fornia was consummated yesterday
person who is engaged as an Indivi"What is the real meaning of this when 800,000,000 feet of pine lumber
dual or as a member of a partnership,
resolution as it affects the Monroe in the Sierra' forest reserve In Maor as a director or other officer, or
asked Senator Cummins. dera county was bought by the Sieran employe of a corporation,
in the doctrine?')
an
extension
or further appli- ra Sugar Pine company, recently or"Is
it
lusiness, In 'whole or in part, of manu
the
of
ganized by San Francisco capitalists.
cation
principle?"
facturing or selling railroad cam orl
The declaration rests on a much
locomotives, of railroad rails or struc-fura- l
broader and older ground than the
COTTON ONLY FAIR
steel, or mining and
Senator
replied
shall act as a director or other officer Monroe doctrine,"
Washington, Aug. 2. The condition
of the growing cotton crop of the Unii' employe of any rai'trad company Lodge. "This resolution rests on the
which conducts an interstate com- generally accepted rinciple that ev- ted States on July 25 was 56.5 per
merce business.
ery nation has a right to protect it oent of a normal, according to the deown safety. And if it feels that the partment of agriculture report issued
"
(Continued on Page Pour)
possession of any given harbor or at noon today.
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Outlaw Army Expects to Encounter Only General Clanco But
Is Surprised to Find His Soldiers Reinforced By Arrival of
Other Troops- - Juarez Is to Be Abandoned as Soon as
Possible and End of the Revolution Apparently Will
consider the resolution
Come Soon Rations for American Refugees
doors and an executive
Pascual

Lieutenant Colcnel Obregon, of $h
federal ca?airy followed the rebels
rebels, is preparing to evacuate Jua- as far as Cuervo. There the rebels
rez Immediately.
At noon today he rallied eight times and attempted to
stated to the Associated Press corres- make a stand, but each time they
pondent that he was engaged In de- were forced to retreat ant. each tlma
stroying certain papers of the revo- they lost some of their artillery. The
lution and that he would leave "as federals claim to have captured flvo
soon as possible."
field guns, one heavy siege gun, sevHe said General Salazar was com- eral caissons and a large quantity
ing to Juarez this evening from Casas of ammunition.
They also claim to
Grandes and that be would return have taken three wagon loads of prosouth with Salazar. Federals are re- visions and numerous horses and sad'
ported near Casas Grandes approach- dles.
The rebels made the attack at
ing from Sonora, and General Rabago,
who got into Madera Wednesday night with Colonel Costillo in
Colonel Herrera and Major
night with the federals from Chihuahua, is moving in that direction also. Chavez commanded the rebels' cei&ar
It is rumored in Juarez that Salazar with the artillery. Colonel EscoDosa
is coming up to join Oroisco and try and Major Casares commanded the
to escape to the United States.
rebel left The federal artillery fire
was extremely effective and is said
to have dismounted some of the rebel
Orozco Wants No Favor.
El Paso, Texi, Aug. 2. Pascual
guns. Captain Ruiz and Captain.
chief of the Mexican rebels said
commanded
the federal front
today that he has mot sought, peace and bore the brunt of the ettaclc Col-terms for himself or for any of his onel Rivera had the right 'Wing, iii
men. Orozco was asked about a re- command of Sonora volunteers', end
port from Mexico City last night Major Alvarado nad tha left Wing
which said the rebels were to test the with Yaqul Indians. Colonel Rivera
temper of the government as to posj was shot through the arm, but con
'
si'ole peace conditions.
tinued the battle. The infantry fol
Orozco sa'd the "fighting was Just lowed the rebels in their retreat as
beginning" and that there "could be far as Casa de JanoB, eight miles
no peace as long as Madero remained away, and the federal cavalry continpresident.' Tho rebel chief asserted ued the pursuit to Cuervo ranch, 80
that "Mexico City is giving out stor- miles distant from the battlefield.
ies that we have asked for peace, as The rebels claim to have found 60
a means of injuring the rebel cause rebels dead scattered over the field
o
in the eyes of foreign nations."
of retreat and battle.
,
remains In Juarez, although the
federal army took Madero from the
Juarez Indian Revolt.
rebels and now is marching north to
Mexico City, Mex., Au. 2. Sierra
ward Casas Grandes and the federals Juarez Indians In the state of Oaxaca
ought to be able to get to Casas have renewed their revolt against the
Grandes In a few hours, If they get government.
It is reported today
there they could cut Orozco off from that a large body of the warriors is
retreat Into Sonora. It Is understood marching on Ixtelan, 40 miles from
that all American women and chil- the state capital. A mixup over distridren have fled from the fighting zone. bution of land Is causing the' trouble,
The
Nearly 1,500 refugees have arrived in
passenger exEl Paso since last Sunday
era Cru
press train, bound from
Ration for Refugees.
for Mexico City, was held up at
The United States has commenced
midway between Vera Cru
issuing rations to the Mormon refu- and Jalapa, last night by 200 rebels.
gees now In El Paso, using an appro The occupants of the cars were robpriation made by congress this week bed and forced to leave the train,
for the work. A supply depot has which was run to Pacho. Later the
near the refuge engineer returned and picked up the
been, established
camp and beef, potatoes, onions, rice, stranded passengers.
sugar, salt, pepper and canned milk
Money to Move Refugees.
are being Issued. Colonel E. C. Stev-er- , - Washington, Aug. 2 Senator Bailey
Fourth cavalry, commanding the today Introduced and asked immedi
department of Texas is in charge of ate consideration for a resolution to
the work of issuing the Hipplies. He appropriate $100,000 for the transhas telegraphed Major . Sedgwick portation of, American refugees from
Rice, Third cavalry, commanding the Mexico, now ln El Paso, to
as the secretary of war may
border guard at Hachita, N. M., askr ".
ing him to ascertain the needs of the select.
refugees now at Hermanas near there.
Some supplies may be shipped to
EVIDENCE WITHHELD.
'
them.
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 2. Counsel for
Daisy Ope Grace, on trial accused of
Rebels Are Defeated.
having attempted to kill her husband,
Ojitos, Chihuahua, Mex., Aug. 1.
charged that lawyers for the state
evidence in
(Via Douglas, Ariz., Aug. 2..) The had wilfully withheld
The 'charge was
victory of the federals over the reb- their prosecution.
els in the battle of Ojitos and the (made while Mrs. Grace's
lawyers
fights following has been complete. were arguing today for her acquittal.
The rebels advancing from Casas
Referring to the medicine with
Grandes were confident of victory, which the prosecution contended Mrs.
thinking that the only General Blan- Grace drugged her husband before
co was present. They brought a pho- she shot him, the attorney for the
nograph with them, to use for a dance dCfense said: "They have tried to
and concert nf:r the battle. The convey the Idea that she planned to
federals used 't to furnish music for drug Grace with this medicine, wiiich
the wounded, however.
Grace, who was at their beck and call,
The rebels were repulsed after a knew he bought himself, and whlcn
loss of several wounded and killed, they know he bought. We had to inthe federals losing two killed and troduce the evidence that he bought
nine wounded. General Blanco and it."
Juarez,

Mex.,

general-ln-chie-

f

Aug.

2.

of the Mexican

.

s

com-man-

Or-orc-

BY FRAMING COMPROMISE WOOLTARIFF MEASURE
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Washington, Ausr. 2 Senator Sim- rate ranging from 35 to 50 per cent
mons, representing the democratic-insurge- nt will be compromised at 49 per cent.
On combed wool and tops the LaFolalliance in the senate and
lette rate of 40 per cent and the
Representative Underwood, democrat house rate of 26 per cent will be comlc leader of the house, today reached promised at 32 per cent
an agreement to frame a compromise
wool bill similar to that- President
Taft vetoed last summer A meeting

I

Cha-varill-

iU

IN THE

HOLE"

The conferees in the wool bill are
the same as last year, led by Senator LaFollette and Representative
Underwood.
The iron and steel revision bill, upon which a final agreement between the two houses was
ordered, proposes an average duty on
all classes of imports of about 22 per
cent as compared with an average
under the
law in 1911
of about 34 per cent.
The house resumed consideration
of the cotton revision bill to reduce
duties approximately 2 per cent.
Majority Leader Underwood expressed his expectation of passing it.
Representatives Payne of New
York, Lenroot of Wisconsin, Hill ol
Connecticut and Minority Leader
Mann protested that Mr. Underwood
was seeking to "railroad" the bill
and Mr. Mann
through the house
characterized the attempt as "an exhibition of autocratic authority."
Eventually it was agreed to end debate at 5 o'clock and vote.
,
The disagreement of the ccntiueeis
on the senate reciprocity amenr'mei.t
was reported to the house by .Chair-- r
an Unjciwool and that bojy
sent the bill haw to 'as
senate with the request f.;iet it )e
d'opped.
Payne-Aldric-

h

d.

Je-las- co

Inter-Oceani- c

of ..the wool tariff conferees will be
TCDAY IN CCXSFiSS
held tonight. - The conferees on the
4
iron and steel bilL, which is expected
to pass both .houses before night, proWashington, Aug. 2. Senate: Met
ceeded in accordance with the pre11 a. m.
at
.
to
arranged program. They agreed
Magdalena Bay resolution considerall senate amendments to the house
bill except that for repealing the Ca- ed in executive' session.
House: Met at 11 a. m.
nadian reciprocity act.
Senator Simmons will move that
Attorney General Wicfcersham, bethe senate abandon the reciprocity fore interstate commerce commission,
amendment and will have the support favored greater right of appeal for
of democrats and
progressives in shippers from decisions of interstate
that action. The compromise on the commerce commission.
wool bill will be on the basis of 29
Military affairs committee report,
per cent duty on raw wool Instead ed army appropriation bill.
steel
preof 20 per cent as in the house bill
report
Majority Stanley
Underwood agreed
lie alike.
and 35 per cent as in the LaFollette sented. Leader
The commissioner of corporations bill. On yarns the LaFollette rate with senate democrats on compromise
a
should be required to report to
of 45 ppr cent and the house rate of wool bill.
Cotton tariff bill called up.
as wel as to the president of 30 per cent will be compromised at
Public buildings and grounds comthe United States, at such times and 35 per cent. On ready made clothwomen's
dress
mittee
agreed to include J750.OO0 foi
upon such conditions as it may pre- ing, knit fabrics,
scribe, and the law creating this bu- goods and the like, the LaFollette memorial amphitheater in Arlington
reau should be fto amended
to make rate of 55 per cent and the house in next public building hill.
d
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LIVES IN A

I0USE
DRESDEN MAN TEACHES NEIGHBORS HOW TO "DO WITH-OUT

Dresden, Aug. 2. Among the1 queer
est folk counted as citizens of the Saxon capital Is Jotaann Schiefer, the Dio
genes of Dresden, as hp is called,
though in reality he lives at Klelnscha-chiwltwhich is hardly even suburb- ban. v
z,

the middle of the "King's Alley,"
in an avenue of chestnut trees, stand
y
a little
house, apparently
There aro no
deserted.
completely
curtains In its
windows,
the glass, in many cases broken away,
is replaced by boards screwed to the
frames. The
front door
is never opened and is bolted and
barred. No smoke ever rlfjes from the
single chimney and no light ever appears in the rooms.
Yet it is the home of the Dresden
Diogenes, a rich man and yet not a
miser. The street Arabs call the
house the "robSjer's cave" but the Diogenes is anything hut a robber. He
lives alone now and occupies only the
'cellar of the little cottage. Formerly
he lived here with his wife, who shared his etolc views.
In.

one-stor-

d

S

it.

He preaches, and practices the doctrine of "doing without." He does
without meat, fire, bed, light, and in
fact most of the things, which even the
poorest of the inhabitants of Dresden
count necessaries. He pores over ancient tomes during the daylight hours,
and enunciates to those that seek him
modern versions of ancient stoic and
He is not allowed
cynic philosophy.
by the police to live in a tub, nor to
do quite without clothes, otherwise he
would desert even his cellar. He
gives away money in cases where, ac
cording to his doctrine, there is rea
son for the petitioner to require something, as In cases of sickness, and he
makes no attempt to conceal the fact
that he is a compaartively wealthy
man. He states his income for taxation at over $ 2,000 a year. The Income tax commissioners believe it Is
realy much larger, though they admit
that the man states what he believes
to be the facts.
Except to a very small extent much
money or little are terms that really
have no longer any meaning to him.
His cellar Is scrupulously clean, eo
there is no offense. Ha Is also perfectly sane and a scholar, and despite
his great age and privations he is very
muscular. This was discovered the
other day when, for the third time to
a year, some burglars broke into his
house in the hopes of finding great
stores of coin hoarded up. They came
upon the old man: in the cellar and
demanded money at the pistol's mouth.
"I have only a few marks here," said
Diogenes, pointing to his knitted double purse with a brass ring which lay
on the floor In a corner.

fi

If
I

0

111

0

in

The burglars took the purse and
then attacked the old man, hoping to
torture him into telling them where
he kept his "miser's hoard." Diogenes
easily laid them out with his fists.
As they emerged very damaged, the
police got them, and a few days later
they were sentenced to long terms In
the penitentiary.

the Kentucky primaries tomorrow for
the nomination of repr sentatives in
Nominations will be made
congress.
in all of the districts excepting the
Sixth and the Seventh, in which Representatives Rouse and Can trill were
renominated before the enactment of
the state primary law.
In the First district there are sev
eral candidates for the seat of OlUe
M. James, who has been elevated to
the senate. In the Second district
Stanley, democrat,
Representative
has no opposition for. renominatlon.
In the Third district Representative
Thomas is opposed for the democrat
ic nomination by John S, Rhea, a well
known politician. Congressman John
son of the Fourth and Congressman
Sherley of the Fifth district are un
opposed for renominatlon. Congress
man Helm faces strong opposition
for renominatlon in the Mghth.' Con
gressman Fields of tne Nlnih also
has opposition. The Tenth and
Eleventh, districts are strongly .republican. Representative John W.
Langley will be renominated In the
Tenth and Caleb Powers in the Eleventh.
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A sequel to "A Gave Man" or "Before a
Book was Written"
Chloe

-

CAST
Miss Edith Story

inda

Miss Helen Gardner
Mr. Ralph Inee
'tMr. Tefft Johnson
Mr. James W. Morrison
Mr. William V. Ranous

Eric
Haakon
Greeg
Fangen

-

-

Portrayal of the Untrammelled Nature of Primeval Man. Two Human Vampires,
seeking lo charm with their cunning allurements and destroy with the fangs of
their desire, are stricken with their own venom. Man, in his wild state and
wilder nature, years before the flood, is only a conception born in our instinctive
inheritance from the original humans. In this dreation of modern brains we get a elimpse
of the progenitors of the human race. '"The Serpents" is only a well chosen title to show
that from the early races we come rightfully into the extremes of our own natures. This
superlative ef creative drama will challenge our deepest and fullest consideration.
'

ISLAND
TREASURE
edison
By Robert

GROWS IRRIGATION MEET

POLITICS

I

Ml

OLD

MISSOURI

City,

laborites and

Mo.,

prohibitionists

1

have

some, vacancies.
Contrary to the situation existing
in many states this year, national pol
itics is not expected to. play a very

important part in the state campaign
In Missouri.
Some attempt has been
'
conmade to inject the
defocrat
the
Into
test
the fight for
ic gubernatorial nomination, but without much success. On the republican
side, the rivalry between the Taft and
Roosevelt "followers Is manifeting
itself in a fight for control of the
state organization, but the indications
are that the rank and file of the
party will pay little attention to the
presidential (contest lni making up
the state ticket. The Roosevelt people are focusing their' efforts on the
election of county chairman with a
view to capturing control of the state
committee and the state organization
later on.
Five aspirants are contesting lor
the democratic nomination for governor. William S. Cowherd of Kansas
City, former congressman and the
democratic candidate for governor
four years ago, and Elliott W. Major
of Bowling Green, at present attor
ney general, are conceded to be the
leaders In the race. .Cowherd Is generally looked upon as the favorite,
since he has the backing of Senators
Stone and Reed and other members
of the "organization" which has long
controlled the democratic party in
Clark-Wilso-

n

BROWNE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

AUGUST
ADMISSION

2

AND

3

5 and 10 Cents

Tjerry Nelson vs. Tommy Devlin, I
rounds, at Nashville.
Robert

W.

Herter, Lawrenceville,
been bothered with kidney trouble for two years, says: "I
tried three different kinds of kidney
pills but with no relief. My neighbor
told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
took three bottles of them, and got a
permanent cure. I recommend them
to everybody." O. G, Schaefer and
Rod Cross Drug Store.
Mo., who had

2.00
2.33

...I.....

FOR......................

3.00

aai til

ANY MAN'S SUIT IN THE HOUSE
Including tome very Deairable Patterns, worth from $15.00 op,
for only.
,
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FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

ri,

OVERLAND V.ZZZl 5 9T
Telephone

or call and we will" have our demonstrator

show you.

Las Vegas AntomcMle

&

Phone Main J44.

L'cfe

Wh.len.

relief and strengthened him wonder"I have been Atothered. with
fully.
wealc kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered
much pain. Foley Kidney
Pills gave me Immediate relief and
strengthened me wonderfully. 1 am
pleased to recommend their use." O.
G, Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.

&
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ing will mark the
of Pittsburgh into the grand circuit after an
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President.

Hosklns, Cashier.
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Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,

rounds at Sacramento.
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absence of nearly 20 years. With substantial purses promised for each day
and the fastest horses on the circuit
entered, th,e management is looking
forward with confidence to a successful meeting. Most interest enters in
READY TO RACE AT PITTSSBURGH
Pittsburgh, Pa.. Aug. 2. The Pitts- the Matron stake of $10,000 for
which has been placed on the
burgh Driving club has everything in
readiness for the opening of the big card for the opening day.
,
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth , Dentist, 16
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says Fo trotting meeting at the Brunot's isley's Kidney Pills gave him Immediate land track next Monday. The meet
Rewl The Optso.

Frank Springer,

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT Buck Oouse vs. Jack McCarren, 6
rounds, at Philadelphia.
Frank Oonley m Sally Solvadore, 20

.83

i.i7

Lightweight Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts
Colored Wash Goods,
,

progress.
Major Richard W. Young, chairman
of the executive committee, and
George A. Snow, chairman of the Utah
board of control, are making evejy
provision for proper entertainment of
guests during the contention period,

Chlco, Cal., who has handled Foley &
tale is as widely known as any of the above author's works. It has become a standard story Co's medicines for many years, says
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
have read it with equal enjoyment
of adventure for boys, but thousands of grown-ups- "
Nothing is more Tar Compound has no equal, and Is the
searcn
ror
nere
ana
it is set forth with Steven one cough medicine I can recommend
niaaen treasure, witn its accompanying penis,
fascinating than tne
as containing no narcotics or other
son's matchless skill. . I he scenery of Bermuda, where it was taken, gives the proper background for the story.
harmful properties." The genuine in
AND TWO EXTRA FINE BIOGRAPH GOMEDIES
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.

"TOMBOY BESSIE" and "ALGY, THE WATGHMAN1

lodels.
$

WAISTS FOR
WAISTS FOR
WAISTS FOR
WAISTS

1012

Suits. Coats and Silk Drcsscshf 1
HALF PRICE

President Francis G. Newlands and
Secretary Arthur Hooker, there is to
be consideration of further matters
directly affecting the welfare of the
To be considered are the
country.
best methods for storing flood' waters
and measuring streams; provision for
scientific investigation of Irrigation
projects; uniform irrigation laws; the
preservation of the forests; opportunities for building new homes; elimination by law of fraud in connection
with the location and sale of land;
close
of government and
state Immigration officials;
among state engineers; heeding
the .call of the landless man for the
manless land.
In the realm of amusement, too,
there will be diversion In a magnificent illuminated parade, the
of the Wizard of Wasatch with his
gay pageantry, singing of the Ode to
Irrigation at the famous Mormon tabernacle, expositions of agricultural,
hortloulturai, livestock, mining and
manufactured products. There will also be the crowning of the Irrigation
Queen, who is to he selected from
among the beautiful women of the
mountain west The parades will be
characterized by magnificent floats,
representing the growth and present
splendor of the country's industrial

3. M. Cunningham,

City.

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.50

eficiary.
At the approaching session, according to the official call sent out by

and their efforts are generously supported by the governor of Utah, boards
of county commissioners, officials of
smaller cities and towns, and the
mayor, commissioners and commercial
club of the city of Salt Lake.
It was in Utah 65 years ago that
the modern system of irrigation had
its small beginning; and it was in
Salt Lake City 21 years ago that the
National Irrigation congress held its
first session. On these accounts the
twentieth, session of the congress ir
attracting to ltsjelf the appreciation
and interest of the entire country.

and Desirable

$1.25 WAISTS FOR,
1.75 WAISTS FOR.....
2.00 WAISTS FOR.

--

s

A. S.

All are New

A

Salt Lake City, Utah, Augimt 2. In
the 21 years of the history of the National Irrigation congress, there mever
has been another1 time when such wide
spread interest was manifested in the
splendid work of that organization as
Is now shown In its twentieth Boston,
whloh Is to he held in thla city September 30 to October 3, 1912.
There Is cause for this nationwide
interest, because out of the irrigation
enterprises promoted and fostered under advocacy of the congress has come
magnificent contribution to thei wealth
of the country. Not only hav)el the
arid land states received benefit from
the activities of the congress, but every other commonwealth In the Union
has been directly or Indirectly a ben-

Missouri.
The other three who seek to head
the democratic state ticket are David
A. Ball of Louisiana, who claims he
was counted out In Cowherd's favor
In 1908; August H. Bolte of St. Louis,
governor, ana
former lieutenant
James A. Houchiri, a millionaire con
tractor of Jefferson City.
The race for the republican guber
natorial nomination started with five
entries, but within a week or two the
field has1 been narrowed by the withdrawal of two of the candidates.
Those remaining in the running are
John C. McKinlejr of Unionville, former lieutenant governor; iieon W.
Quick, city treasurer of St. Louis,
and Arthur P. Murphy ot no'la, a
former representative in congress.
Spirited contests are on for some
of the congressional nominationa
The democrats who announced in the
Ninth district when it appeared likely
that Beaker Champ Clark might go
from the capltol to the White House
have since withdrawn, leaving Mr.
for renominatlon.
Clark unopposed
who will
The other representatives
receive renominatlon without opposi
tion In their own party are Lloyd of
the First, Alexander of the Third,
Dickinson of the Sixth, Shackelford
of the Eighth, Catlln of the Eleventh,
Hensley of the Tforiteenth, Russell
of the Fourteenth and Rubey of the
Sixteenth.
The gubernatorial canddldates of
the minor parties, each of whom will
receive the nomination unopposed,
will be: socialist, William A. Ward
of St. Louis; socialist labor, Charles
Rogers of Kansas City, and prohibition, Charles E. Stokes of Kansas

'

AT SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE PRICES

PLAN 8 ARE BEING LAID FOB
GREAT SESSION IN SALT
LAKE CITY

,

Luis Stevenson

;

FFAIR

Aug. 2. A
state-wid- e
primary will be held in
Missouri next Tuesday o determine
whom the respective parties will put
upon the November ballots for state,
judicial, congressional and county of
fices. Five parties have filed nomi
nations for the primary ballot. The
democrats and republicans have full
tickets, but the socialists, tiociallst
Jefferson

SILK and LIBJGEEi
WAISTS

TO BE A BIG

KENTUCKY CONTESTS.
FIVE TICKETS WILL Be VOltu
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 2. Some liveON IN THE STATEWIDE
ly political contests will be settled in
PRIMARY TUESDAY
.

1

1

'
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Ssxvins Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Uaydon
II, W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Pa.ld on Deposia
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SHEEP DIPPING IS

h
8 CONSTIPATION IS A
.

OWNERS ARE URGED TO REPORT
ANY INFECTION IN THEIR
DISTRICT.
N. M. Aug. 2. The
Albuquerque,
work of dipping the sheep in New
Mexico, which is no small job, when

it la remembered there are

nearly
eheep in the state, has begun under the joint direction of the
United States bureau of animal in
dustry, Dr. Marion Imes, in charge,
and the .sheep sanitary board of New
Trained Inspectors have
Mg&ica.
ifoeon sent .by Dr. Imes to all parts
oi ine eiate to supervise me cupping.
"The official dipping. order; is&uedby
t J. Merced Gonzales, president, and R.
H. Crews, secretary, of the state
sheep board, urges sheep men, for
their own protection to retoort at
once the existence of Infection in
their districts. Bgcause of the efficient work In years gone by, the disease of scabies has been practically
eliminated from sheep In New Mexit
co, there being at the last report,
5,000,000

of 1 per cent of the
only
sheep In the state Infected with the
scourge. The order Issued by the
sheep board and sent to the growers
of the ventire state by Secretary
Crews is as follows:
one-tent- h

Albuquerque,

N. M.,

July 31, 1912.
To the Sheep. Growers of New Mexico:
Notice is hereby given w all ownera or' persons in charge of any sheep
in the state of New Mexico, that all
sheep must be delivered at dipping
plants and dipped under the direction of a government inspector.
The dipping must be commenced in
each section as soon as a government
Inspector enters said section for the
purpose of dipping the sheep therein.
All owners or persons in charge of
any eheep which are not voluntarily
presented at dipping plants before
an order to do so has been given by
an inspector of this board, are hereby
ordered and directed to deliver and
dip said sheep at such times and
places and in such manner as may be
Sesignated by inspectors in the, field.
In addition to having been dipped
during the general flipping, all bucks
-.- T must; be
again dipped under super--;
vision of a government inspector not
earlier than forty days before being
placed with ewes.
To comply with this order all sheep
must be dipped in a dip made from
lime and sulphur, tobacco or nicotine, prepared in accordance with
the rules and regulations of the bureau of animal industry
Any sheep which are not delivered
at vats and dipped ai such times and
inplaces as may b.e specified by
antf
seized
will
be
in
field,
the
spector
indipped, and al costs and expenses
and
seizure
such
dipping
to
cident
will be levied against such sheep and
the sheep held by the inspector until
such expenses are paid. All corrals
or places of close confinement of
sheep, which are designated by the
inspectors as being infectious, must
be cleaned and disinfected, moved
and disinfected, or cestroyed by the
owner or person in charge in such
manner as the inspector shall prescribe.
, iNotice
is further given that any
infected with the disease
found
sheep
of scabies, will be immediately placed
in quarantine by an inspector or
of the state sheep sanitary
board, a written notice being given
to the owner or person in charge of
the sheep, setting out in such notice
the limits within which such sheep
shall be required to graze, and that
an inspector appointed by the board
employed to watch and look after
said sheep for the purpose of see'ng
that the quarantine order is stricuy
complied with, and that expense of
said Inspector at the rate of $3.33
owner
per day shall be borne by the

-'
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afford at best but temporary relief.
By cleansing the bowels arid removing the foreign matter that Irritates
and inflames the tissues, a spoonful
of Syrup Pepsin will quickly check the
summer diarrhoea that is so weakening. Dr. Caldewll's Syrup Pepsin is
sold by druggists for fifty cents a
bottle, the larger, family size costing
one dollar. A free trial bottle can be
obtained, postpaid, by writing to Dr.
W. B. Caldwell, 406 Washington
street, Monticello, Illinois.
of such infected sheep and be a lien
upon Bald sheep until paid. That such
quarantine order be continued in

force until the sheep have been dipped twice as required by regulations
of this board and under supervision
of an inspector of the bureau of ani-

mal industry.
Sheep men, for their own protection

are strongly urged to. immediately report the existence of any infection In
their districts.
J. MERCED GONZALES,

President
Secretary,

D.C Bybee. teaming contractor living at 669 Keeling Court, Canton, 111.,
is now well rid of a sever and annoying case of kidney trouble. His back
pained and he was bothered with headaches and dizzy spells. "1 took Foley
Kidney Pills just as directed and in a
few days I felt much better. My life
and strength semeed to come back.
and I sleep well. I am now all over
my trouble and glad to recommend Fo
ley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
One of the most common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back. Apply Chamber
lain's liniment twice a day and mas
sage the parts thoroughly at each ap
plication, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.
HENLEY OPENS
CANADIAN
St. Catherines. Ont, Aug. 2. The
annual regatta of the Candlan Asso
ciation of Amateur Oarsmen, popular
ly known as the Canadian Henley,
opened here today with the promise of
going on record as the most successful

SHE MUST BE SIMPLE COUNTR1
LASS THIS YEAR, SAYS
THE PRESS AGENT.
New York, Aug. 2. The "new type"
of .chorus girl has arrived and she is
the pick of the land, if. the theatrical
press agent is to be believed. There
have been attempts in the past 10

change chorus "types," but usually
"she was the same old girl with a
different curl and a new, big,
hat," as the song runs, or,
as the Broadway verse-makwrote:
Her hair at first was lovely brown;
She yellowed it next year.
And then she changed it to a red,
And now it's black, I hear!
But this "newest" type is not made
up of the same old girls who have
flashed their dainty toes at the glistening domes in the front row year
after year. Honest! She Isn't even
a New York girl! What?
No; she Is the attempt of Charles
Frohman to give Broadway realism in
the chorus as well as in the action
and in the dialogue and in the scenery in his coming musical production,
"The Girl ,from Montmarre," with
which Richard Carle and Hattle Williams will open the Criterion theater
;
next month.
(
Mr. Frohman returned from London
recently and saw a. rehearsal of the
chorus selected.
"It won't do," he declared. "It's just
the same kind of a chorus that people have been seeing year after year.
We've got to have something new. If
our scenes call for simple little country girls and bridesmaids and the like
we've got to have the real thing"
So telegrams were sent all over the
country to local managers to scour
the towns for the best looking, most
Ingenuous types available, experience
not necessary.
Now the girls are beginning to
flock into New York. They have come
from every state in ihe union except
Nevada, Arizona, Florida, New Hampshire and Hawaii only Hawaii isnY.
a state.
The south has sent its full quota
and the far west is not far behind.
There Is one girl from England and
one from the Philippines. Some of
them are high school and academy
girls; some are students of dramatic
art; some are just simple little country maidens thirsting for Broadway.
little
Among them is a dark-eyeDorothy Filley, fromf Luzon, P. I.,
whose mother was a Japanese lady
and her father an American sugar
planter.' Lillian Rice, from Chattanooga, has been told that she looks
like Leslie Carter and has been practicing a Du Barry act. Audrey Burton, a schoolgirl at Bradford academy,
across the river from Haverhill,
Mass., was so frequently told by
friends that she ought to be on the
stage that finally she begins to believe them; but now that she has a
job she says it's purely a lark and
she'd rather have a husband.
Cassie Sewell ran away from her
home in England to become an actress in America. Her father Is an
Episcopal rector.
He.len Lucas wears a peculiar signet ring, bearing a harp and a crescent . Her mother is Irish and her
father Turkish. Her mother, a noted
Irish singer, was married to a wealthy rug merchant in, Constantinople.
They later lived in Porto. Rico,
whence Helen came. ,
The industrious press agent has
dope just as interesting about all the
others, but a sample will have to suffice here.
The question is, how long will it
take the ingenue type to melt into the
wide-brimm-

d

regatta in the history of the associa
tion. The entry list this year is of
an unusually high class. The proxim
ity in dates has served to keep the
Winnipeg and other western oarsmen
away, but the east, the Maritime provinces and the United States have
more representatives here than ever
before. The regatta program covers
two days and provides for all of the
customary eevnts, from single sculls
races. Alfred Sealto' the eight-oarelion of Halifax, the amateur sculling
champion of the Maritime provinces,
is reckoned a strong contender for the
senior champion. Dave Regan of Buffalo, who last year showed himself to
typo?
be one of the strongest oarsmen on typical Broadway world-wisthe next tjre
the continent, is entered in the inter- Aid then whit w ill
mediates. Other well known indivi demanded?
dual oarsmen and crews are here from
Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Detroit and several other points.
d
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Catarrh is a most distressing complaint,

Even in its early stages
in
' vnowa by its symptoms of stuffy ieeling in the head and nose, roaring
etc. When the blood
difficult
be-nrn-es

breathing,
the Tears mucus in the throat,
thoroughly polluted with catarrhal matter the inflammation extends
and often an aggravating cough,
to the bronchial tubes, causing hoarseness
in dyspepsia, loss of appetite, and grad-uall- y
ihe stomach is affected, resulting
all the mucous membranes of the body become
n
muuu u'
diseased, vatarrn is a
and must be treated constitutionally; it is beyond
tl le reach of local treatment Only temporary relic
can ever be had from the use of sprays, washes, etc-R. S. cures Catarrh bv cieansing the blood of ah
build-in- ir
impvire catarrhal mattei and at the same time
tip the entire system. It goes down into the
circulation ana removes mi lmpuriues. men ua
blood circulates through the body,
the inflamed membranes heal, , all discharges cease
passes away. Don't neglect Catarrh; cure
every pytnptora of Catarrh
and any medical
S S ' S as thousands have done. Book on Catarrh
'
idvico fck
TUB SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
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THE CHORUS
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At no time should people more
closely watch the condition of their
bowels, than during hat weather. Summer conditions contribute in various
ways to cause constipation, but what-- j
ever the cause the. trouble should be
quickly corrected; constipation, if
neglected, leads directly to- serious,
and often fatal disease.
Some people find that certain fruits
have laxative effect, but this cannot
he depended upon; a mild laxative
tonic that will act gently and positively, without griping or shoe to the
system, is far preferable. The compound of simple laxative herbs with
pepsin, known as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, is highly recommended as
in action,
being easy and natural
pleasant to the taste, and certain in
its effect. A dose of Syrup Pepsin
at night will restore normal action
In the morning, carrying off the heaviness and bloat. Salts, purgative waters and cathartics should be avoided,
as they upset the entire system and

R. H. CREWS,

VEGAS

f

MENACE IN SUMMER
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Th,e business agent and secretary
reported at a meeting of the Los An
geles, California, Building and Trad.es
Council that 640 union men had found
employment during, one recent week.
'Fifteen hundred elevator conductors
employed In downtown offices In Chicago have been granted a wage In
crease of $5 a month and improve
working conditions In a contract sign
ed with the Building Managers' asso

ciation.

MOW

THE

,

,

"The cry that the wealth and gov-- '
ernmental power of the country Is in
the hands of a chosen few would nevier
have been heard," says Mr. Harmor,
"had that rural youth of the country
been properly educated. I believe that
my estimate is conservative when I
state that nine out of ten of the young
persons leaving the small towns or the
farms for one of the large cities be
come victim's of green goods men or
other schemers because of their lack
of training and knowledge of the ways
of the world.
"1 now propose to provide for the
young people of Warren county opportunities for such educational training
as will enable them to avoid such dis
asters when they reach the city. Per
they must go to the city, these people
from the vilages and small towns.
There is no manner in which, we can
provide the rural districts with the ad
vantages, either social or commercial,
that are offered them In the cities.
Thorugh my Civic Trust, which is now
incorporated under the laws of Ohio,
I propose to carry on this work. The
Civic Trust has already purchase! the
site for a gymnasium and clubhouse
and has laid aside $15,000 for Its
It has also purchased an SO
aoro athletic field In Lebanon, which
Is .being equipped with every modern
apparatus for outdoor gymnastics, Including tennis courts, ball diamonds
golf links, swimming pools, etc.
"I am not proposing the importation
of a corps of the world's best shell
workers, nor do I contemplate the con
struction of a miniature Bowery in

Track foremen of the New York.
New Haven & Hartford Railway Company have demanded a change In their
daily rule to eight hours on
Saturdays and on time and a half on
Sundays, as well as on other days for
all overtime work.
The Twin City Rapid Transit Com
pany has announced an increase of
wages to two thousand trainmen in St.
Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota,
to practically ten per cent.
The increase was made voluntarily
and as a surprise to the men.
In Massachusetts there are now Zl$,- 775 women wage earners,
of the entire female population Of the
Of this number 91,- commonwealth.
000 are married women,
of whom are mothers,, with families
ten-ho-

one-quart-

rs

averaging four children.
In the last three weeks an average
of one1 thousand mechanics a week
have been added to the roll of union
and
the membership of the trades council
in that city will exceed ten thousand
hefore the middle of this month. '
The rules of the Illinois Central's
pension
department have been so
changed that a man, who has been in
,

Angeles,-California-

BUnCO

Lebanon, O., Aug. 2. To protect the
youth of this (Warren) county from the
"gold brick" merchants and "bunco
men" of the cities, as well as to bet-- j
ter equip them for the evasion of the
pitfalls constructed in the metropolis
for such victims, is the aim of William
E. Harmon, New York millionaire.

cies.

men in Los

AVOID

UNIQUE UNIVERSITY WILL TRAIN
FARMERS 1N WILES OF CITY
SHARPERS

There has been a large Increase in
the memebership of the Amalgamated
Society of Railway Employes in Eng
land, Ireland, Scotland
and Wales
The fortieth annual report shows an
increase from 75,153 to 116,516 during
the year.
The International Association
of
Photo Engravjdrs, an organization that
includes' most of the
large employers
in this trade, has voted to raise S25.00O
and to' hold that fund in readiness for
use of members In strike
contingen-

three-quarte-

TO

n.

the company's service continuously
for twenty-fiv- e
years and a woman
who has been in "the continuous service
of theo ompany ifor twenty years may
be retired on a pension lor permanent
disability, regardless of age.

Lebanon. On the contrary, the Civic
Trust is prepared, first, to give the
rural youth the best of athletio training and to equip them for the .battle
of life. Competent Instructors, who
have been engage, will hold classes
in a practical business course. In
these sessions the pupils will be warn
ed against trickery and underhand
business methods. Other instructors
will teach them how to evade or de
feat the buncomen, who are always
on the lookout for newcomers to the
cities.
"The upils will learn from their in
structors the wickedness of the Great
White Way. The boys will be esne- clally Instructed upon the virtues and
vices of the familiar stranger, who
claims to have known their family and
proposes to take care of them while
they are in the city. They will be
warned against investing their money.
no matter how email a sum, until
they
tynow just what is to become of it.
The girls will learn how to find the
moderately priced boarding and lodg
ing houses, with whom to associate.
how to protect themstlves and what
to do in case of trouble."

"ProarI

The
Dsrtu
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak back,-another kidney and bladder Irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healine-- sfrfinzHien.
Ing, tonic, and quick to produce bene- nciai results. tJonfcaln no harmful
drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put up in
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genuine in a yellow package. O. G. Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

N. M. CENTRAL IS
TO BE BROUGHT
TO

diPLETl

SPECIAL MASTER APPOINTED BY
COURT TO HEAR ALL PENDING LEGISLATION

Santa Fe, N. M, Aug. 2. Judge Collins, formerly judge in the Panama
canal zone, a former partner of Clarence S. Darrow and former member
of the Illinois legislature, has been
appointed by Judge E. C. Abbott' Of
the district court special master to
hear all the testimony in the! litigation In' which the New Mexico Central
Railway company and allied corporations have been involved for some
time past
Judge Collins' report to the court
it Is now believed will be. quickly followed by a final settlement of the
legal tangle, definite) plans to that
end having been made, thus clearing
of the
the way for the completion
railroad system to Albuquerque and
probably to Roswell. It has been
current rumor for some weekrf past
that definite propositions havje been
made and considered, any one of
which if accepted will assure the
early completion of the railroad by
ample capital.
The story still finds general
that " the Gould lnterekts plan
to use the Central as a link to connect the Denver and Rio Grande lines
at Santa Fe with lines reaching the
gulf, and thus effect the
northwest and southeast connection
through the southwest.
clrcu-lya'tl-

CONFER ON. SOIL PRODUCTION
Hutchinson, Kan., Aug. 2. At a pre
Hminary meeting here today plans
were formed to hold a statewide conference of farmers to assist in creating interest in the movement undep
taken by the Kansas agricultural college and the various farmers organiza-

tions to

d

the productiveness

Inciielase

"Were all medicines as meritorious
as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
be much better off and the percentage
A vast amount of ill health Is due of suffering reatly decreased," writes
to Impaired digestion. When the stom Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
ach fails to perform its functions pro- sale by all dealers.
"
'''
perly the: whole system becomes deranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
W.
S. Gansalus, a farmer living
Mr.
Tablets is all yon need. They will
strengthen your digestion, Invigorate near Fleming, Pa., says he- has used
your liver, and regulate your bowels, Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Dientirely doing away with that miser- arrhoea Remedy in his family for fourable feeling due to faulty digestion teen years, and that he has found it to
Try it. Many others have been per- be an excellent remedy, and takes
For
manently cured why not you? Fot pleasure in recommending it
'
.'
sale by all dealers.
sale by all dealers, i
of the soil.
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N order to clean out all Summer Goods and to make room
for Our New Fall and Winter Stock We are going to give
Prices You can't afford to overlook.

A Reduction on Every Article in Store
V

-

1

to

'

;

CORSETS

i off on

CURTAlii SGRtMS

all Corsets in Stock

25c to 35c quality, Sale Price 15c

All Prints, 5c Yard

LACES

DitESS CQODS

FLAKOUS
20c Quality

.CAUGOQ.

,'

1

:

,

Lot Laces From 10c to

All

15c

-

75c Wool

Suiting, Cashmeres and
Serges go at 49c Sale Price

Sala Price iOo

Safe Prise 5o

SILKS

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

LADIES .WAIST

A Sample Line, Every Garment

$10 00 Net Waist
..$5.00
.. 3.00
6.00 Silk Waist
3.00 Fancy Waist............... 1.50

All Fancy Silks go

at

-

....

i. 2 Regular Price

A

WASH BELTS i
ALL COLORS

oEaeA

;

Bargain

FANCY WAISTMGS

1

1- -4

'

ALL COLORS
1- -2

Regular Price

OFF

ON ALL

Summer Underwear

ar.e

talking organization.
Asbestos workers' at Cleveland, O.,
have a 100 per cent organization.
Louisville, Ky., carpenters recently
gained an increase In wages from ?3.20
to $3.60 a day.
Telephon0 operators in Egypt are
required to speak English, French,
Italian, Greek and Arabic.
Edwin Lane, of Ottawa, Ontario, has
been elected president of the Steel and
Copper Plate Printers' Union of NoriJi

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, AUGUST 1st.

Special Prices

ENDS SATURDAY, AUGUST 17th.

ON

Remnant
Counter,

'

America.
Belgium's lace Industry gives em
thousand
ployment to about forty-fiv- e
women and girls, some of whom begin
their apprenticeship when only about
six or eight' years old.

BARGAINS

THE STORE THAT SELLS

f03

LESS

"WUVt

,

ESTABLISHED

mm,

179.

Published S3y
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING

IS

- LOUISIANA PROGRESSIVES
New Orleans, La, Aug. 2. Followers
of Roosevelt among the republicans of
Louisiana held a state convention here
today for- the selection of delegates
to the national progressive party con
vention at' Chicago next week.

LVAYS
CO.

(Incorporated)
M. PADGETT

M.

TROUBLE

.....EDITOR

matter was being looked into when
Rosenthal made his charges against
the lieutenant.

ACCUSED
BUT BECKER,
NEW
YORK OFFICER, MANAGED TO
GET PROMOTIONS

Entered at the postofflce at Eattt

ROOSEVELT INDICTED

TlinffilTTEE

New
York, Aug. 2. Lieutenant
BY
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmlS'
ion through the United States mails Becker, arrested charged with com
plicity in the murder of Gambler
.'
M second clas matter.
Hermaa. Rosenthal, continually was
(Continued from Page One) mixed up in peculiar transactions, but
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
The third bill Is Intended to hit at
managed, in 'spite o fUiis ,to gain pro
Dally, by Carrier
'
the system of interlocking directors
Per Copy
$ .06 motions.
Charles Beckjer received his ap and would separate industrial from
One Week
16
S3 pointment as a policeman on Novem railroad business.
Oaa Month
The steel trust investigating comOne Year
7.60 ember 1, 1893, when he he was 23
and mittee was authorized to begin its
years old. He was. strong,-activDally by Mall
One Tear
$8.00 willing to work) and seemed anxious work on' May 4, 1911. Since that date
it ;has heard many witnesses and
.00 to make somjethjng of himself.
Bli Months
For exactly ten years Becker made many trips of inspection and insidewalks" in "hot vestigation. Among the witnesses
"pounded 'the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
weather and cold until he was made heard have been moBt of the grept
GROWER
a roundsman, November 24, 1903. He American financiers of the present!
'
12.00
One Tear
remained In that position until Jan age with, the exception of J. Pierpont
1.00
Rix Month
uary 4, 1907, when he was advanced Morgan. Andrew Carnegie, E. H. fra-rto the rank of lieutenant On June
George W. Perkins, James J. Hiil,
KCaalt In Advance for Mall SuDsurip
30, 1911, he was assigned to the cen the late John W. Gates and others
tlong)
tral office squad, which la supposed prominent in the railway and steel
Remit by draft, cheek or money to control, the
world were heard at length. The
gambling situation.
order. If sent otherwise we will not
Becker's path, has not bieen strewn committee took thousands of pages
resDonalble for lose.
with roses since he entered the po of testimony and spent many thouSpecimen copies free on appllca-ton- . lice
department. He has trod 'upon sands of dollars.
unusualy sharp thorns, but In almost
During the1 progress of the (hearings
every instance his troubles were a difference of opinion between the
ilXi PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
brought by his zeal or lack of judg chairman, A. 0. Stanley, of Kentucky,
'
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
ment He had pcarcely begun his ca and Represtnative Gardner, of Massa
PAID FOR.
reer before charges of assault were chusetts, caused a near fist fight and
made against him.
at on stage of the proceedings
Advertisers are guaranteed the His first
8,erious case was when George W. Perkins, of New York, was
largest dally and weekly circulation John Fay ,a plumber's
who threatened with a jail sentence for de
of any newspaper In Northwestern lived at No. 1832 Third helper, was
avenue,
'
clining to answer a question as to his
' '
New Mexico..'
shot dead during a burglar chase. contributions to the republican camBecker testified at ,the inquest ,that paign in 1908. Later the chairman of
he and Patrolman Carey chased Fay the committee, Mr. Stanley, withdrew
TELEPHONES
h
street and the question.
BUSINESS OFFICT
.Main 2 through
Main S both fired ehote at Mm because he
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Sterling's Report
refused to.' halt when- ordered to do Representative Sterling of Illinois,
so. One of the) policemen hit him.
FRIDAY. AUGUST 2, 1912.
a republican member of the house
Fay was "identified" as John O' committee of inquiry into the United
STANDING THE KNOCKS Z Brien, a burglar, and was sent to the States Steel 'corporation disagreed
morgue trader that name. Becker got with his colleagues on the committee
It tie majority of mankind had not much credit, foivthe killing until the and submitted the following to the
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Thirty-SjeVent-

.......

-

learned patience, what a lot of impatience would find expression these
days, when every Issue of the daily
paper; carries Its tally of suicides,
of divorced, of tales of kicking against
tna tilings mat are, says me .Denver
having encountered BOma rebuff, ends
it ait mia''iiion; anomer youimui
lover Jumps into the river; a couple
married a few weeks finds life together Insupportable and rushes to
the separating mill; two others have
a few angry words and begin shooting! So runs the tale.
Has humanity softened and grown
tender that It can no longer with
stand the little knocks and resist the
buffets of fortune? Does every little
contrary current now spell the end
and necessitate stopping the strug
gle? What has become of the olrt
with which
grit and
men and women once grasped the
scheme of things and remolded it
nearer to their hearts' desires? The
sages for ages have taught the ef
ficacy of patience, the necessity to
leave a little to time, to stand the
knocks, fall if one must, but scramble up and be at it again! Yet there
were never go many Impatient, unwill
ing to brook the least delay, to yield
an inch In the march.
It must be that the wise have
taught to no purpose, that experience
is no longer to be valued, that man
kind has ceased to profit from the
lessons of the past. It is overlooked
that patience Is the most commend-ablof all virtues, the greatest help
mate of man. Tney give the most and
get the most who have endured the
most. Success is a matter of climb
ing out of the wrecks of many efforts
and building; a fresh resolve. The
man unwilling to stand the knocks
follows the line of least resistance
point. It
which ends In a pinched-ou- t
is suicide the same, whether sudden
or long drawn out. The work of the
world Is done by the chap who runs
-the gantlet and 'takes all that Is
Jets-niinatl-

cr

t

Til

IB. .

Wait a while; it may not be true!
The thing you hear today may havf
a different sound tomorrow. Have
patience, and It will all end right.

.
o
COLLIER
BIGGEST
LAUNCH
TO
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 2.
are being made at the Mare
Island navy yard for the early launching of the United Stated naval collier

Jupiter, the largest vessel ever built
the Pacific coast. The Jupiter has
a length of E24 feet and a width of
65 feet. It will have1 a displacement
of 14,000 tons of coal and oil and a
total displaceemnt of 20,000 tons. The
vessel will be christened by Mrs. Thomas F. Ruhm, wife of Commander
Thomas F. Ruhm, U. S. N., who has
been In charge of the construction.
ion

real Identity ,of,the boy was discov- house:
ered. .Then, he and Carey were sus"I heartily favor governmental reg
pended pending an Investigation. No- ulation of corporations engaged In in
thing camef, this.
terstate commerce. The first step in
ADout the same time Becker was this direction Is legislation
providing
in hot water because he had arrest- for federal incorporation. Such legised an Innocent woman on an Infam lation should limit the
capitalization
ous charge and had her locked up. to the actual value of the corporate
He was brought ug on charges,' but property, and thus eliminate from the
when thd oajse cfamje ito trial the commerce of the country that abomtestimony was conflicting and he got inable fiction of values commonly
off scot fr,ee.
He then claimed $750 termed 'watered stock'.
under the Ahearn law for expenses
"The extent to which ficticious vain defending himself.
lues have b,een created by over-cap- i
Once Becker got into trouble with talization of
corporate property has
a couple of negresses. He was found shaken publics confidence in corporate
in a dark hallway at midnight yelling securties and made the
public mind
for help. Ho was minus his club and distrustful of
large business enterpriserevolver .and declared the negresses s..
had not only taken his pistol, but
"Such legislation should provide for
had tried to rob him. When aid ar a
systejn of reports, to a commission
rived In the shape of a uniformed or other government agency, giving
officer one of the women was taken full
publicity to the manner and pur
into custody.
pose of the organization, Its methods
Becker narrowly escaped
serious of doing business and its
profits. It
trouble in February, 1910, when he should provide for rigid
supervision
arested a respectable woman, on thi of all issues of securities and prohib'
charge 'of soliciting on the streets, it one corporation from holding stock
'and had her locked up for the night. in another and limit the extent to
She protested her innocence,
but which two or more corporation may
Becker wouldn't believe her Until her have common directorates.
husband, who turned out to be a rich
"I do not concur in the views of the
manufacturer of ;Paterson, N. J., ap
minority that the true remedy for inpeared in court the folowlng morn- dustrial evils does not He in the dis.
ing.
solution of the industrial trusts. I am
It was not until he had been made of the opinion that the dissolution
a roundsman, that Becker began to of the
great industrial combinations
mount the ladder,. Then he climbed nito their
integral parts would do
with a. rush One of his first acts much to restore trade to a natural and
was to "rescue" James Butler from
healthy condition and inspire confid
drowning off the West Tenth street ence of the people in the business
He reported that Butler was situation and revive commercial
pier.
prosan epileptic and was ' barely alive
perity.
when he brought him to land. For
"The proposition that the governthis he reqeived a life saver's medal ment shall
recognize and permit to
and had been wearing it two years exist, trusts,
monopolies and combinawhen Butler declared Becker had of tions in restraint of trade and then
fered him $15 to Jump into the water
regulate them by legislative control,
and had never' paid thje money.
Is one calculated to suppress indiviButler, who turned out to be an dual enterprise and destroy competiexpert swimmer, said that the police tion. It is conceded that such a polman had nearly drowned in matin?
icy would result necessarily in the fix.
the "rescue."
of prices of the products of such
T7 fwilr
n otrkfir TT O
a ing
Bold T 1!
combinations, by law. If the governlie and that Inspector Schmittberger ment fixes the
price of the finished
had inspired it. Schmittberger was
must it not also fix the price
product
Becker's enemy and was on trial un of the raw material and
of the labor
der charges, but acquitted.
that) converts it?
feud
The
"Ifc is urged that
large Industrial
started in 1901 when Becker gained combinations can
produce more cheapconsiderable notoriety by raiding sa
ly than small ones. This is a mental
loons in the inspector's district. The
fallacy, from which proceeds the painspector finally had the then patrol- ternalistic doctrine that
government
ment transferred, but Becker had his shall
recognize and permit monopolis1906
in
when
he
engineered tic
revengta
combinations, and fix the price of
a series of raids in Schmittberger's their
product
unmade
were
district The raids
"The federal government by proper
der the orders of Commissioner BJng
can resolve great combina
ham and were ovieir the inspector's legislation,
into
their
tions
Integral parts and then
This resulted in Schmittberghead.
and just regulation of corpor
wise
by
er being tried again.
Last March a negro was killed in ate powers maintain a natural and
one of Becker's gambling raids and healthy condition of trade. It is plain
rouble resulted. The ly its duty to do so."
considwaWe.
.

.,

1 1

Becker-Sohmittberg-

-

PAY ROLLS BEING
CUT

DDI

10

LIMIT
RAILROADS ARE NOT EMPLOYING AS MANY MEN AS
YEAR.

last

A decrease of 29,611 In the total
number of persons on the pay rolls
of the' steam railroads of the United
States at the close of the fiscal year
ended June 30, 91i, compared with
the preceding year, was attended by
bd increase in wiges paid during the
year of $57,711,101.
Itese figures
are obtained by comparison of stat's-tic- s
contained In the orulimi.nary abstract of the twenty-fourt- h
ni'Eual
of the interstate
commerce
commission for the year ending Jun6
30, 1911, made public today, with the
report of the fiscal year end'ng Jun
--

rt

30, 1910."

The total number of persons on tha
pay rolls of the railroils was 1,669.
803 on the last day of the fiscal year
under consideration. Tola! wages pal
for the year were $1,203,463,470. This
compares with $1,113 725 3tG paid out
in the receding year, and $988,323,644
In 1909, when 1,502,S23
were em
ployed.

During the year ended June 30,
the railroads of the TJnited
States carried 97,409,882 passengers,
an increase over the preceding year
of 25,72G,C83. Passenger mileage for
1911 was 33,201,694,699, which was a
gain over 1910 of 863,198,370.
In contrast to the gain in passen
ger traffic the railroads carried 1,- 781,637,954 tons of freight, which was
a decrease of 68,262,147 tons under
1910.
Average receipts per passenger mile were 1,974 cents, and the
average receipts per ton of freight
per mile 0.757 cent;. Freight revenue
totaled $1,295,950,887, and passenger
1911,

--

revenue $657,638,291.

Acents, hus notified coast railroad
men that the annual convention will
be held at Seattle. It is declared by
200
paKsenger agents that more than
departmen at the head of passenger
ments of American rallroaus will at
tend the convention. The party will
come west over the Chicago & North
western and Northern Pacific, travel
ing in two or more special trains,
Tbey will be royally entertained,
Seattle will show them Puget Sound
and possibly part of British Columbia. They will be Tacoma's guests
for one day for a trip to Rainier National park and Mount Rainier, fol
taken by President
lowing
October.
Many will return
Taft last
east via Oregon and California.
C. A. Cairns, retiring president of
the association, will be presented
with a gavel made from wood taken
Beaver, now
from the steamship
wrecked In Vancouver narbor, which
was in Astor, for trade on the Pacific
in the 60's, and wood panelling from
the battleship Oregon, In place when
she made her famous trip around the
Horn during ithe Spanish-America- n
war. The Beaver was the first steamer to round Cape Horn into the Pacif
ic Ocean. Arrangements for .the G.
P. A. meeting are In charge of
George W. HIbbard, general passen
ger agent Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound railway.
Small Returns In West
Railroad gross earnings for the two
weeks in July, according to returns
received by Dun's Review from all
United States roads making weekly
reports, amount to $15,301,984, a gain
With the
of $275,910 as compared
earnings of the same roads for the
corresponding period a year ago.
While the "gain is small, it shows
some improvement over a week ago,
and, on toe whole, may be considered fairly satisfactory.
Nearly all the roads in the south
report more or less increase, Chesapeake & Ohio being the only important exception, while in the west and
southwest a number of systems still
make smaller returns, that by Colorado & Southern being the most pro0
nounced and amounting to only
for the second week of the

matters still delaying actual construction work, things are well
enough advanced so' that there is no
doubt of the commencement of work
by that time.
r
Rock Island officials are planning
to extend the
s
brancn of
that road on east turough the 101
Ranch to BHsb, on the main' north
and south line of the Santa Fe. The
line at is now stands does not do the
Rock Island any good at all, and it
is figured that by a comparatively
small expenditure it could be made a
revenue producer. The present line
Is 30 miles in length and the prowould
mean the
posed extension

In the following table are given the
gross earnings of all United States
tallroads reporting to date for the
first two weeks in July and the gain
as compared with the earnings of the
iame roads for the corresponding
period last year; also for practically
the same roads for a similar period
in the two preceding months, with
the percentage of gains over last
year:

E.'J'.'.
in,

- There Is

July,
June,
May,

of

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western railroad must not drink, either
on or off duty. Neither are they al
lowed to play poker during hours of p
idleness.
All of this appears in the
new amending rule G'flf the transportation department of the line. A i
part of this amendment reads:
"The use of intoxicants while on or is
off duty or the visiting of saloons or
places where liquor is sold, incapacitates, men for railroad eervloe and is

All G. P. A.'s Will Be

There.

Tacoma, Wash., Aug. 2- C. A.
Cairns, general passenger agent of
the Chicago & Northwestern, and
president of the American Association of General Passenger and Ticket
-
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Baking

'ALL';Sack You'll

a

Like if.

Trv a

Jefferson RaynoUU President
Hal'ett Raynows Cashier
E. D. Reynolds Vice President
H.
Erie Hoke
Canier
B.
Preaidant
Vice
Oivu
Stsphen
,

J

Ar

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Ukdividid Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good BankiE.

Intorast Paid on Timo Deposits

'

$34,755.

"Dry'' Order to Employes:

rests assured that public sentiment
will support its position in view of
the great risks Involved. Spending
time playing poker is just as bad as
dissipation by drink, for loss of sleep
surely tends to make men stupid
while at work."

n1

terijO"
at. i i
nmHty for urn.

MAit--

If. M!3.00

Northern $24,000, Texas & Pacific
$10,498 and Louisville & Nashville

building of 30 miles more.
Figures prepared by the Oklahoma
corporation commission show that Oklahoma railroads have altogether con
structed 508 miles of main track in
the state in the last three and a half
years. There were 26 miles of road
built in 1909, 183.39 in 1910, 118.03
in 1911 and 180 In the first half of
11912.
During the three years only
38 miles of side track were built.

absolutely prohibited. Any violations
of this rule by employes will' be sufficient cause for dismissal.",
Investigation of the recent disas
trous wreck at Corning, N. Y.., led to
the issuance of the order. George A,
Cullen, traffic manager of the road.
today said:
"The company realizes that in this
departure it may be criticized for
pursuing an extreme course, but it

UA L I

of thl bMfnl
a
.Buffi th.cr!oS!
nmuursnuirnr w "f
r ciirtrin
W
part of the
In.

,

month..
On the other hand, for a similar
period southern reports a gain of
"Soo" $62,023, Central of
$106,492.
Georgia $47,400,
Minneapolis & St.
Louis $28,248, International & Great

.Employes

amrtll

.

$24,-83-

Enid-Billing-

J

SEEl This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

the-rout- e

New Lines In Oklahoma.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 2. Announcement is made by John W
Shartel of this city, who is at the
head of the proposed Northwestern
railroad, from Oklahoma city to
Woodward, that active" work Is to
commence by October 1. Mr. Shartei
states that while there are a few

New York, Aug. 2.

(

W

)

2
2
2

Gam Pet.
. 1912
weeks $15,301,984 $275,910 1.8
weeks 14,334,435 476,533 3.4
weeks 15,071,791 598,676 4.1

ror saw.

Old papers

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of

Selling
Farms

include

a means of presenting

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us 3 the
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JACKET

SUITS AND COATS FOR FALL
1912

-
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:

NOW ON DISPLAY
...

!V..
has bmmrht it msi
smpment of
vu
au ouus mat will be worn V
lorrauana winier 1012. .These are only a few
in the lot but each suit contains
something new
that has been brought out. These suits have set'
a splendid Standard for the following orders
to
equal. You are cordially invited to come, see the
advance showing and learn what styles are to
be
ExD. ess

1

,

1

'

'

;

0

!

in vogue.
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LADIES' HOME
JOURNAL

PATTERNS

"THS

STORE

OF QUALITY"

,
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E.LasVcgas.
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Victor Talking
MACHINES
&

RIXORDS

UA9

All Good Fellows (jo

to

joiiisora

PERGONALS

BAYwOOflTS

J. Lucas returned this
Attorney
afternoon from a short business
trip
to

;'.,

morning.
P. J. Mo an, po.--t office
meclor
was Jn Las Vegas,
tolay on buuiu-snMr. Monro '.uses I s headmisr, .. in
Yibufjuerque
"Candy", Jones, the, well known
vender of sweet dope, was In Las
Vegas today visiting the trade. Be
lives in Denver.
Miss Lola Chapman and Miss Lena
Baca came 1n last evening from their
homes in Bahta,
and. were visitors
In 'Lai Vegas,' today"..?
Colonel R. E. Twttchell. assistant
.

OLD E1PY WHISKY,

C033S

HAFT

GCLDEN EEEEON

Brands of Bottled Beer

All

and Bonded Whiskies

f

.,

TMlSOlJCiTte

FAMILY
-

Santai'Fe ''"ijolicltqi.returhed

Phone Vega133 for

atYF."
aiouguerque ana
Lawrence xireia, son of Louis II- feld of Albuquerque, came in last
evening from Boston, and will be here
several days visiting friends and rela

"

WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
Delivered Free.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck.

mi

tives.
Mrs. John

H'Clary arrived this af
ternoon on train No. 10 irom her
home In Albuquerque, for a visit with
hair parents, Mr. and Mrs1.! f. M- -

W

FOR WOMEN
Here's a woman's

stock-

ing of quality and wear.
You are proud of ESMsfl

feet.

once they grace your
The way they fit and the way
they wear is a revelation.

Their dye Is one of their Buperla-- i
tive features. The brightest, truest,
surest, most lasting black and the
richest shade of tan known to
hosiery making. Dyed with Wunclerdye fast to the last.
Made for all ages and
sizes, for women and
misses.
Four pairs to the box
a
grade,
three pairs to the box
The
1.00.
$
de-lu- xe

guarantee insures the
toe, heel and sole against
need of darning for four
months.

E. ROSENWALD

a son

musical
JJUJUUU,

;

FESTIVAL AT DULUTH
Anc. 2. A mamoth
under the auspices of

uinn

musical festival
United Singthe Michigan-Minnesot- a
here today
opened
association
ers'
visitors.
With a large attendance
and- - competiconcerts
of
A program
and
tions extending over Saturday fesfor the
been
prepared
has
Sunday
tival.
;

FIASCO

Pleasing in every respect are
the Jack Johnson-JiFlynn "movies"
now running at the Isis theater. The
pictures were shown last night for the
first time to a packed house. They
are remarkably clear and give the
spectators every detail of the battle
which was fought here on July 4.
Flynn's butting tactics! are plainly
seen. At times he jumps at least a
foot off th ground in an effort to
strike the champion with his head.
Johnson is seen to hold Flynn, but
the pictures do not, except In one
Instance, sohw that he held and struck
at the same time, an infraction of the
rules. That was in th9 eighth round
when Johnson laid his hand on top
of Flynn's head and held him rooted
to the floor and then gave him a play
ful tap on the side of the head. The
blow was merely a brush with the tip

that the

'

GEM CO LINE

ap-

N0tice is hereby given
of fractional
proved plat of survey
17 .east, N.
township 13 north,' range
and tne
received
been
has
M P M.,
filing
and
to
entry
lands will be open
9,
September
after
on and
'FRED

MULT-ii't-

,

,

,

Regis'."

Receiver.

SUFFRAGISTS ACTIVE IN OHIO
A
2.-Columbus, O., Aug.
ad
rights
noted
equal
IxHAwood, the
for
vorate and one time candidate
was
States,
United
Irtont of the
at a
tba Sliest of honor here today
s
the
under
.statewide picnic given
of the Ohio Woman's Taxpayers
was a featleague The demonstration that is be.campaign
active
ure of the
Ohio in behalf
ing waged throughoutwoman suffrage
of thfl proposed

amendment to the state constitution,
next month.
which is to be voted on
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asthma make August
of intense suffering
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Las' Vegas Home of " The Indestructo" Trunks, "The Oster-moor- "
$15 Mattress, "The Sealy" Non Tufted All Cotton MatBook Cases, "The McDougall"
tress, "The
Globe-Wernic-

ke"

Kitchen Cabinets.
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WINTERS AND YOAKUM '
Albuquerque, N. M Aug. 2. Edward

Winters, conceded to be the toughest
lightweight :ever turned out "by New
Mexico, has practically been matched
to meet Stanley Yoakum before the
New Mexico Athletic club In Albuquerque on the night of August 16. Tho
draw
Raton boy fought a
with Yoakum In Dallas last winter
and , both lads have been anxl- !
w
waiuu
on 8 tor a return
time. Provided Winters and Yoakum
meet, the fans may expect a battle to
the finish. ' Winters Is both a boxer
and a fighter and has met some of the
best 133 pounders in the country.

Herrlck-Mitche-

Tufted Leatherette Seat and Back, 10 inch Rubber Tire
Wheels, Oil Tempered Springs, Fenders of Metal, Gracefully
s
shaped
1

IS
MUCH

'
.::.-vey.
The trip to this city was wlthou

.

FIGHT HAVEN SUPPRESSED

aus-pice-

cessful in removing freckles and

DOPE UPON A ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
DISPUTED PLAY IN
it is sold by any first claso druggist
' ' in Las
,.'
BASEBALL.
Vegas under an absolute guarantee to refund the money if It fails.
A play occurred in a recent
Don't hide your freckles under a
game that has caused many veil; get an ounce of othine and rearguments and occasionally has taken move them. Even the first night'i
place In the American
association, use will show a wonderful Improve
some of th lighter freckles
says the Kansas City Star. Joe Wood,
t,
the former Kansas City pitcher, was vanishing entirely. It Is absolutely
working for Boston. A Cleveland run- ill. .Jilt D, QUU (.OUUUt lUjlUO '.III? I HIT I,
ner was on third. He started for home tender skin.
as Wood pitched the ball. Cady, the
Bt sure to ask any first class drugBoston catcher, stepped up from be gist In Las Vegas for the double
hind the bat, took the. ball before strength othine; It Is this that Is sold
the batter had a chance to strike at on the money back guarantee.
it and was all "set" to tag out the
runner coming in. The bail, how
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
ever,' bounded out of the ' catcher's
runner
hands and the Cleveland1
New York,, Aug. 2. Despite extent
reached the plate in safety! The um- sive profit taking, today's stock marpire gave the batter jits base, but sent ket continued to move forward. Trad
the base runner back to third,.
ing slackened after the first hour, in
Sending the batter to first is easily which transactions were on a large
understood.
He had been interf erred scale. Leadership was wrested from
with by the catcher, deprived of his Steel by Reading, while Lehigh Valright to swing at a fairly delivered ley rose some two points.
ball. Here is the law. Rule 63, Sec-tio-n
Steel's relative backwardness was.
HERE

incident until the train' drew Into the
Weehawken terminal. There a band
of six or seven East Bide gangsters
leaped over tba gate and started toward the train. Suddenly their eyes
fell on several headquarters detectives.
who had been sent across the river to
assist Detective Harvey and they
slunk ibaek Into the station.
remains
Lieutenant Becker still
5:
r.,
associated with the publication of the
To all questions he rebatsman becomes a base run- Stanley report. Pressure against St.
(The
plies: "I have nothing to say." He
ner) "if the catcher interferes with Paul and Union Pacific was shown,
reads everything in the newsyapers in
him, or prevents him from striking at the latter, however, quickly recoverconnection with the case.
a pitched ball."
ing to above yesterday's best.
"But
why send the runner back to
Bonds were
firm.
The only
A DISASTROUS CLOUDBURST.
ball changes of note at the
third?
answer
The
is
that
the
of
opening
Reno, Nev., Aug ?. W:h the si b was
not in play. Read rule 36: (Ball today'B market were a one point dein
of
waters
Seven
the
Troughs,
siding
not in play) "In case of an illegally cline in Canadian Pacific and a gain
through to the park without int sirup canyon, following yesterday s cloud
batted ball, a balk, foul bit ball not of an equal amount In Biscuit. Othtion, Sunday baseball will be resumed. burst above the ramp, wWli
erconsisted
now
erwise Initial dealings
oa
are.
fn'
gvnes wall of water ten feet high down legally caught, dead ball, Interf
.egotiations
enoe
or largely of fractional advances with
or
fielder
with
the
batsman,
w'th Amarillo, Raton and Santa lo; ever the same path so
a fair hit ball striking a base run- some slight heaviness in Coppers and
Thje fans In the Ancient City are get- swept two weeks ago, so far as now
ner
or an umpire before touching a Erie.
,
Ii Is
ting restless and hope to soon have a is known no lives were !os
the ball shall not be consid
fielder,
Prices went higher soon after opento
club that will be strong enough
put Impossible for automobiles to get
ered In play until It Is held by the ing,
up a good game with almost any team through this morning according to
Lehigh Valley being a prominent
h
pitcher
standing in his position, and feature with a gain of
in the state. "Rube",Weks, who has reports up to 10:30 a. m. The loss
ihd umpire shall have called play.
In nuresulted
Profit
been in Lincoln, Neb., for several to the
n
taking
of the Truckee
point
All of which would Indicate that merous
e
recessions, Steel and St Paul
weeks, will soon meander (back to Al- General Electric company at the
the umpire he hapened to be Hart
falling under yesterday's close
buquerque and don a Gray uniform foi
mine at Mason, which was
There was a general shading ot
the rest of the season. Manager Dah struck by lightning! and totally was right in the
this
game.
However,
frequently
play
d urine the noon hour, most of
nrices
Reuben
to
to
the
sent
has
transportation
burned Is $15,000. The damage
differently. the active Issues yielding more of
and expects him to return within a the territory in the vicinity of Tono-pa- has been Interpreted
When J. D. O'Brien was president of their
week.
.
early advance while trading beJunction from cloudburst Is limthe American association the league came increasingly dull.
Albuquerque will be well represent- ited to destruction of trackage of
to send the
The list moved In contrary fashion
ed with a baseball club at the state Nevada and California railroad , for umpires had strict orders
batter to first and permit runners later in the day. Canadian Pacific
Padilla, five miles.
fair, according to Manager
from third to score. 'By this league
who is daily receiving letters from
becoming heavier, while the tenden
ruling O'Brien (undoubtedly figured cy elsewhere was toward improve-baseball players In all sectictns of the CLOUDBURST DELAYS TRAINS
'
on the severity of the penalty pre
t w,th pfonotoaef itrenglh lftr-cloudcountry asking -- for a placju on tlfi
Cheyenne, ,Wyo., Aug.
team during ihef tournamenf. Many burst near Horse Creek, 40 miles venting the catcher from interfering. uanaoian issues ana werangnouse.
But the league ruling was called off
i1
17
of the letters are from men who have north of CheyenneT wiped out a sec.!
UV'IU
when President Chlvlngton succeeded
In
tournaments
here
before
stocks recet'ed further, especially
played
tion of track nearly a mile in length
Anyway, that is the dope Steel, Great Northern, Un?on Ficifla
and whose ability on the diamond 1b on the Colorado and Southern line O'Brien.
handed
up
by the present umpires. and Copper,, whlla ga'ns in speoiil-tle- s
Dan
will
known. Manager
begin very yesterday afternoon. The southbound
were asked
soon the work of lining up a club train reached that point, where it was Connolly and Handiboe
were considerably reduced-Th- e
the
about
They said
recently.
play
and will get out with the subscription cut off by a second flood which deslast sales were as foldws:
they would follow the strict letter of Amalgamated Copper
83
lists.
troyed nearly seven miles more of
In order to warm, up the fans and roadbed near Iron' Mountain., Passen- the rules in rendering a decision on American Beet Sugar
137'
103
create Interest in the game, Manager gers remained on th,e train all night such a play. At the same time, they Atchison .
141
Padilla is now planning to run an and are being rescued by farmers to- said that the O'Brien ruling now is Great Northern
117
New York Central
excursion to Santa Fe within the next day. Traffic cannot be resumed v for enforced in the National league.
two or three weeks. Assurance has several days.
126'
Northicrn Pacifio
A little widow Is even more dan- Reading
167'
been given that a round trip rate of
."...11194
Southern Pacific
gerous than a little learning.
$2 can he secured, which will mean
171
Union Pacifio
that several hundred people will make , We would be unhappy If we knew
71
The bite of a fish is often fafal to United States Steel
the trip. The annual pilgrimage to everything that is going on or coming
114
the fish.
United States Steel, pfd
the Ancient City was1 abandoned last oft.'
year because a number of people could
not be signed up for the trip at the rate
of $3 asked by the railroad people.

El Paso, Texas, August 2. As a result of Governor McDonald's ultimatum, Issued several days ago, the

Belva

Don't Hide Them With a Veil;
Them With the New Drug.
An eminent skin specialist recently
discovered a new drug, othine double
strength, which is so uniformly suc-

lIPEOfi

New York, Aug. 2. 'Whltey Jack"
tewls, one of the four men accused of
shooting down the gambler, Herman
Rosenthal, was given a third degrjee
grilling today to glean further Information that would corroborate the
confessions of "Bald Jack" Rose, Harry Vallon and "Bridgie" Webber, that
Police Lieutenant Beokjer sought the
death of Rosenthal.
Lewis, whose real name Is Frank
Seldenshue, was picked up yesterday
on th9 station platform at Fleishmans,
N. Y., just as he was about to take a
train for the west. Lewis was brought
to this city today by Detective Har-

VJHY 37".PAYS '"TO ' BUY

ADVERTISE

1

R. OTERO,

.

After lying low for several weeks
and allowing Dawson, Raton and the
Maroons to disband because of luck of
games, Albuquerque
and Santa Fe
have awakened and are preparing to
play baseball the remainder of the season. This is one of their regulai
stunts; one by which they usually
manage to get a big slice of the prize
money in the big baseball fiasco pulled off every year at the Albuquerque
fair. Albuquerque people put up good
money to make the baseball tourna
ment a success and why they will
stand for no baseball all summer and
then condone baseball for one week! In
the fall, seeing their contributions
gobbled up by a bunch of bum play
ers is 'beyond understanding.
The Albuquerque Herald of yester
day has the following story oi the
awakening of Rip Van Winkle Padilla,
manager of the Albuquerque Grays
After enjoying an idle spell of more
than a month, the Albuquerque Grays
are soon to come to life again and
Manager Dan Padilla is now buy ar
ranging for a schedule of games. The
Grays took the lay-omainly because
of the fact that street car servlis to
Traction park waa interrupted by the
paving. Now that the cars run

Oy

DO IF YOU K

EFFORTS ARE BEING MADE TO
CORROBORATE MURDERER'S
CONFESSION

ten-roun- d

:

WHAT WOULD

USED BY POLICE

EVERY PHASE OF THE BATTLE OF DUKE CITY GRAYS EVIDENTLY
WISH TO GRAB FAIR PRIZE
JULY 4, IS FAITHFULLY
DEPICTED
MONEY EASILY

evening
a short trip over the north ing up a lead with the apparent deter
mination of finishing the Ptiebloan.
ern part of the division.
Morton Howell, who has been in Many times tlys effect of one of John
Santa Fe for the past two weeks re son's uppereuts was seen to rock
his shoulders
lieving an employe In the Santa Fe Flynn's head back upon
at times,
and
he
groggy
appeared
railroad offljs, returned home this
game.
desperately
though
in
duties
his
the
morning, resuming
The pictures, however, do not settle
freight office as Mil clerk.
the
controversy as to what the result
Miss Nellie Batchelor is expected
would have been had
to arrive this evening on train No. 7 of the battle
to
a finish. The Flynn
the
gone
fight
from Emporia, Kan., where she has
their favorite
declare
still
supporters
school
been attending
during the
won and the Johnson adwould
rave
past year. Miss Batchelor will visit
mirers assert the champion had the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
best of it from the start and could
Batchelor.
have won at any time, n
Mrs. H. Goldstein and son came in
That the Johnson supporters are
from their home in Mora last evening
in the majority in Las Vegas
greatly
and are guests at the home of Mrs, was shown last
night by repeated apJ. L. Tooker. Mrs. Tooker, who has
time the colored man was
every
plause
been a guest of Mrs. Goldstein in aeon to land a hard blow on Flynn'a
Mora, accompanied Mrs Goldstein to
body or face.
Las Vegas.
In addition to the pictures of the
Miss Ruth Williams, who has been fight proper Las Vegas street , scenes
in Las Vegas during the past year at- are depleted, aa are the activities of
tending school at the New Mexico the two training camps. At the Flynn
Normal University, left this afternoon camp are sen Roy Blackwell, manager
for her home In Belen. Miss Williams, of the Western Union office and numwho is a niece of Mr. and Mrs. Byron erous other Las Vegans, Including sev
T. Mills, will teach school in Oklaho- eral ladies. At the Johnson camp Ike
ma next winter.
, f
j
Davis is seen on the bleachers, aP'
t
G. M. O'Donnell, of the Bell ranch, parently enjoying himself to the limit.
was in Las Vegas today to attend The immaculate figure of Art Greiner
the preliminary examination of two is seen In nearly all of the pictures,
men charged with stealing cattle from as is th huge bulk of Jack Curley and
the Bell ranch property. Tom Maes-to- s the gray hair of Charles O'Malley.
and John Maestos also came in Evidently those gentlemen must have
from the Bell ranch, to appear as wit- followed the picture man around and
taken good care to he In front of the
nesses for the state In the case.
when the wheels began to turn.
lenses
of
the
F. C. Fox, general manager
The pictures are worth seeing, even
western grand division of the Santa
Fe road, passed through Las Vegas if one is not a follower of the boxing
show
this afternoon. Mr. Fox came in on (game. Many ladles attended the
declared
enjoyed
and
and
tbey
last
No.
1,
night
his private car on trainwill be
left a short time later for his head- it Immensely. The pictures
tomorrow
and
shown
on
a
speagain tonight
quarters in Amarlllo, Tex.,
cial train. Mr. Fox, with other offi- night and If the crowds are aa large
dias was the gathering last night, every
cials, had been on a trip over his
a
make
to
moving
picture fan In the city will
Fox
expected
vision. Mr.
enrecord breaking run between Las Ve- have sen the fight films before the
closes.
,.
gagement
gas and Albuquerque.'
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READY THUD DEGREE

GETTING

GOOD

No. 7 from

j
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FOR BASEBALL

of (Johnson's glove.
Cunningham.
The pictures show that Johnson nevF. L. Myers, superintendent of the
New Mexico division of the Santa er once attempted to put Flynn out.
on train Always he used one hand, never follow
Fe, returned this

( J

$1.00, or

last

evening from, a short business trip to

gi Vl"

Tn5-- x

OPTIC.

FILMS ARE

Oklahoma.

Uhlrieh Strong and dauehters of
Mora, who have been in Las Vegas
several days, returned home this

Official Dispenser of

VEttAa DAILY

ll

bout,1 sched-

uled for Saturday at Bohemia heights,
the) proposed new boxing haven just
across the' line in New Mexico, has
been called off.
The governor is said to have stated
over the long distance telephone from
Carrizozo, N. M., to local parties, that
under no circumstances would he permit the staging of the contest, and as
have no desire to "buck"
the

promoters
the New Mexico militia or state
cers, particularly the
police, they have simply
ed their contest off.

offi-

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
,
...
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake .
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will hot prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
;'
,
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, ' but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in 'being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

It
call-

&BODS'

,

Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

Mrs. Marie Burkes left this afternoon on a trip to Albuquerque and
Santa Fe.
Many of man is friendless because
he's too popular with himself.

u

r;'Hi

vial
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IBS
THRIFT

Business'.,

CF

COUPLE

OZARK

Took Matter of Presents Into Their
Own Hands on Silver Wedding
Anniversary.

Directory
G LETHAL II 01 EL
tEIRSm R FLI8T, Pro?
Grand'and 'Douglas Ave.'
Sast Las Vegasi N. M.

Cor."

Everyone who has got several gifts
exactly alike will appreciate the
shrewdness of this Ozark couple who,
in the matter of presents, took things
into their own hands.
"Speakln' of being thirsty," said Hi
Buck, "reckon Cy Wasson' and his
wife, that came here from Iowa, about
take the prise."
"How's that?" asked the stranger
who was waiting in front of the blacksmith shop while his horse was being
shod.
"Well, you see Cy

and

M BIBHL, Pfopietor

416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447

DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material

PETER P. MACKEL

England.

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
ST est Side Plaza
.Old Town

...

H. 0. YOUNG

CI OH Fill U Till a
y

Grand. Ave .

.;

thodox sportsman stalks the trout,
casting exclusively to a rising and
feeding fish. Outing.
Bishop Blames His Hair.

PLAZA HOTEL

Father William J. Dalton of the
Annunciation church tells this story

,

Germany, declares Mr. S. BaringGould in his book, "The v Land of
Teck," ia absolutely swathed la red
tape. In illustration, he tells an experience of his pwn while Journeying
to Owen,
by rail from
I asked at
for
third-clas- s
ticket to Owen, and sup
posing, that I had got what I asked
for, stepped Into, a third-clascarriage.
On theBe branch lines nearly everyone
travels fourth. Before reaching the
next station only a mile from Ober- Lennlngen, In fact the inspector ap
peared. "Hah!" he said. "You have
a ' fourth-clas- s
ticket, and are in
third-clas- s
compartment The fine il

Of

a

Catholic

NEWIiYltEMODELED

bishop well known in

s

i

,

HOSPITALS

More Than 2,000 Years Ago One Wat
Established In India, Says
an Authority,

and

TAR

Feeble-Minded.-

"

feeble-minde-

COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
Wife (sweetly)
Thev usual! v mnrCOUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD ry them, dear. Canadian Courier.
Take
andSTUFFY BREATHING.
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
of Portraits.
and reliable.1 The Bee Hive on the He The Way
is Caroline having her
carton is the mark of the genuine. portraitWhy
painted ?
.Refuse sustitutes.
Ehe Well, she has reached that

-

If

RATE8

O.

G.

Schaefer

Red Cross Drug Co.

when she doesn't look well In a
photograph.
afr

I

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

LOOSE

n

A.

A

an

NO.

fc A. F. A

Rcuiar

M.

munication

L

v

first and

7 third Tharsdsy taeei

It'

ADVER

N. O. Herman, W.

U;

m. R. Murray.

i

J

.

-

ular coacUr MCSjaJ Ttws-dala eacb mot& at Ma- aonio Temple at 7:20 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, S. C; Chaa. Tamme. Re
corder.

i cordially
Ciia. E.

Invited
IJebsc

Chancellor
i oier,
Ajfr,;Dander. Harry

m

'

Martin, Keeper jt
Records and Seal.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
y

ROYAL

LAS VEGAS CHARTER No.
ARCH MASONS-&C- lar

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. . P,
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
'
Condon, Secretary.

convoca
tion tnt Koaday in each
moata at Haaotdo Tem

HIM FAN THE AIR

.

t

..."

st

tery

";' r

0.
vi

Secretary.

I

SAW

LODGE
NO.
. 1,
DOrtADO
OF PVTHUS Meets
KNIC.HT8
Monday
n,n8 ta Oaetle Hail

f

com-

month. Visiting brothers cordially - Invited

per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less pace than two
lines.
All
adVertls ments charged
Mr. Sambo Bill Ellis hadn't heard
will be bookd at space actually sat,
'
lat I wus married.
without regard to number of words.
Mr. Henroost Hadn't, eh?
Mr. Bamboo No, indeed.
He Jes' Cash In advance preferred.
net me on de street an' axed me why
wuzn't workin'l

pi, st T;tl

p. m.

M. R.

ATTOKN
HUNKER

4

MY
HUNKER

Williams. IL P.: T. O. Geo. H. Hunker
fhner A. Hunk
Attorneys st Law.
Blood, Secretary.
New Merit
Las Vegas,
RANSFORO CHAPTER NO. t, O. E.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
Srat and third rridays in
PHYSICIANS
Masoaie Tosjpls. Mn. T. & Bowsn,
VJontcsl
Wortfey Katroa; James O. Eatiodge
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy Patroa; Mrs. George Trips,
Residence 1016 Fifth St
WANTED
Secretary, phone Mala Hi, 120
Experienced bookkeeper
Office 606
Grand Avenue
fwr half day or port day work. AdGrand svsna.
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 4S
dreui in own handwriting, giving
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
referonces, P. o. hex 616.
101 Meets every
Monday night at
DENTISTS
BOYS AND GIRLS Earn good money
O. R. 0. Hall, on Boaglaa
avenue, at
during vacation at pleasant work 8 o'clock.
Visions members are
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
boosting for New Mexico. Outfit
cordially welooms. S. EL Gearing,
Successor to
free. Write today for our offer. president; J. T. Butler, secretary;
E L. Hammond
Dr.
C.
New Mexico Magazine, Las Cruces.
Bally, treasurer.
7 Crockett Building.
Office
New
Mexico.
am
I
Miss
how
that
'Yes,
Vassar,
Phone Main 115
graduated, my father thinks I am caMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Residence Phone Olive 6462.
WANTED Competent
pable of striking out for myself."
cook. Apply
Meet in he forest of brotaert)
'He must have seen you 'playing
1108 Seventh street.
Mrs. W. G.
love
Woodmen
at
of the Worn
baseball."
.'
Haydon.
hall, on the second and fourth F
LCCAL TIIIE
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
THE WAY OF IT
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk, vut
Ss$l
EAST BOUND
ing neighbors are especially we
come and cordially Invited.
Arrive
..
FOR. SALE (Baby
carriage, 1009 Main,
No.
... . 1:10 p. m...... f:16 p. st
-

a

CO

For

..

.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645, No. 4... .11:06 p m.'..... 11:10 p.
No. 8.. . 1:16 a. m...... 1:23 a. st '
1. O. of B, B. Meets
every fire)
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m...... 2:18 p. s
rooms of Temple Moateflore at I
WEST BOUND
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
FOR SALE Buffet, chairs, rugs and
No.
..1:20
p. m.....,..l:4B p.
invited.
Isaac Appei,
cordially
Baby bed. Used only three months
No.
6:15 p.
..6:10 a. m
Charles
President;
Seo
Greenclay,
1215 Seventh street
No.
4:60 p. v
m,
..4:40
p.
rotary.
No.
..6:35 p. m.......7:C0 s .;
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC't
.NO. 804. Meets second and fowi
$100 REWARD $100
The readers of this paper will be
Thursday in O. It C. hafl. Plone
rv.il xuMvr jrurnlshed mom a m,i
pleared to learn that there is at least
building. Visiting members are c
two conneot'.ag
rooms fo- - light
one dread disease that science has
diallyinvied. Peter Emenaker, G. been
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
able to cure in all Its stages, and
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.
Phone Ma'.i 151
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
FOR RENT Six room house furnish I. O. O. F, LA8 VEGA 8 LODGE NO to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
a constitutional disease, requires a '
1.
ed. Apply to E. S. Lewis.
Meets every Monday evening a!
constitutional treatment Hall's Cattheir ha'l on Sixth street All visit arrh Cure is taken
internally, acting
FOR
RENT Desirable
ing brethren cordially invited to at directly upon the blood and mucous
furnished
rooms for men in Commercial club.
of
tend. J . D. Frideastlne, N. G.; surfaces
the system, thereby desAll conveniences.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood troying the foundation of the disease,
$15 per month.
and giving the patient strength by
See porter or Geo. A. Fleming, SecSecretary; Karl Werti, Treasurer: building
up the constitution and assistC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
retary.
ing nature in doing its work. The proprietors have so much faith In Its curative powers that they offer One HunFOR RENT Fine suite of furnished F. O. E. Meets first and third Tn
dred Dollars for
case that it falls
rooms, bath, electric lights, etc Alday evenings each month, at Wood to cure. Send forany
of testimonials.
list
so single room, excellent location.
man hall. Visiting Brothers eoi
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To.
318 Eighth street '
dially invited to attend. A. N ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugsts, 75a
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiFOR RENT Furnlsef room for light
retary.
pation,
housekeeping. 810 Lincoln avenue.

tOK SALE Sinerla comb Rhmm T.
land Reds in pairs, $1.60 and up, E
S Lewis, Phone Main 323.

For Rent

be-ln- &

FOR RENT

Three new rooms
nished for light housekeeping.

MSS
1

NOTICE.
Notice is herd jy given that sealed
bids for the renovation and repair
of the court house and Jail of San Miguel county, New Mexico, according
to. plans and specifications now. on
file at the office of the county clerk
and the office of the county survey-- ,
or of the said county of San .Mlsniel
will be received at the said office of

-

Get--

or More, Each Delivery

Ibe.
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lbs, Eah Dollry
ZMIbe
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ANT Ads
Are Best

;;v'V.

Market Finders

LORENZO DLLGADO, Clerk of the
Board of County Commissioners.

COPAQ4

So

Mr

Harvesters, St6rers and Distributors of Natural Ice
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veea7
Famous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue

SAN MIGUEL, by Fidel Ortiz,
"

Chairman.
Attest:

E.oh Delivery

tu

' AGUA PUR A
COMPAiNY

the county clerk until the fifth day
of August A. D. 1912, until 10 o'clock
in the forenoon of said day.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF .THE COUNTY

Ideal.

.

RETAIL PRICES

fur921

Lincoln.

0

"I've written several plays."
"Did you meet with success?"
"Yes. I once got a manuscript
wins back from a manager.

a

.

-

i

House Cleaning, Time.
Woman of the House (answerlne
third ring) Are you trying to pull the
house down?'
Book AKent Ber nardon. mndnm
but have you the "Life of Gran.t?"
Woman No: but If waa a man T'rt
have yours In Just about one minute.
(Slams tne ooor.j

year round.

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

Five cent

d

roacher There Is no glass in the
windows of the Eskimos.
Jlmmle Ain't that great? Ill bet
the kids up there play ball the whole

LOBBY BESTAL'R ANT AfiD

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUM

The New York women who have
a free animal dispensary in
this city are regarded as pioneers in a
good work. As a matter of fact one
must go to the Orient and look back
more than 2,000 years to find the first
animal hospital known.
The famous Buddhist emperor of In
dia, Asoka, whose long reign from 264
to 227 B. C. abounded In many good
works, was probably the earliest to
establish a hospital tor the treatment
of animals, says Our Dumb Animals.
Asoka was a true humanitarian as
well as a most powerful sovereign and
although ruling a vast domain be
came deeply Impressed by the horrors
of warfare.
He gave up his desire for conquest
and the rock inscriptione, which are
still extant, record such beneficent
(edicts of his as the counseling, of
planting shade trees, the digging of
wells, sending out of missionaries, appointment of special officers to supervise charities, the establishing of hospitals for human kind and animals.
It is of interest to know that the
last remaining of Asoka's hospitals
was devoted to animals.
It covered
acres and was divided into
twenty-fiv- e
Jlggs That deaf and dumb woman
proper wards and courts for the accommodation of the patients. When ertainly is garrulous.
Jaggs Is that so?
an animal was sick or injured 'its
master had only to bring It to the hos
Jlggs Yes. When no one is around
pital, where it was cared fpr without (or her to talk to she makes her right
regard to the caste of Its owner,, and band talk to her left
where, if necessary, It found an asylum in old age.
THE ONLY KIND
opened

open-face-

HONEY

ITEIE
TIC I

n

.

Their True Sphere.
Wife (reading: from a haiiHnA in
Toronto paper) Here's an article on
"Women's Work for
COMPOUND
Husband (with a eruntl I'd ilka tn
For over three decades a favorite know
medicine
forCOUGHS, tne what women have ever done for
household

P

I

n

,

FOLEY'S

O

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

this locality, but at Father Dalton's request, nameless here:
"The bishop Is a large man with
Private Baths and Lavatories
bushy back hair," the priest relates.
Steaia'IIeat Private Telephones "Ho often on his tours through Kansas wears a silk hat. His crosier he
Rates'$2.50 per day and tip
carried in a largo leather case.
AMERICAN PLAN
"Recently In a Jerkwater Kansas
town where silk hats are scarce exKates
Week
orfMeutli
by
Special
cept on the heads of traveling musicians, the' bishop was Just alighting
from his train wheh the negro porter
appeared at the car door waving his
..,
crosier case.
,"Hey, boss!' the porter called. T
Uncle Joe's Reply.
reckon you all had better take yo fidSome members of the house heard
wlf
dle
is not a few days ago tne strangest, combiyou.i De company
"sponsible fo' packages left in d nation of sacred and profane language
seats.' "Kansas City Journal.
which had ever been uttered on that
floor. During a debate Uncle Joe Can
non went after A. Mitchell Palmer of
The Gloom of English Clubs.
and handled him withAlfred Gwynne Vanderbllt, at a din- Pennsylvania,
out
Cannon is a Quaker and
ner in New York, was talking about so isgloves..
Palmer. When conversing pri
English clubs.
vately,
they drop into the Quaker ver"There is somethinar verv trltA. nacular."
After the debate Palmer
very depressing.' he said, "about th went to the former
speaker, who la
really fashionable clubs of Pall Mall, thirty-si- x
years older than himself.
St, James' street and Piccadilly. The
"Uncle Joe," he said, "thee treated
sun; dignity, the somber, quietude oi me
a little roughly in the debate tothese clubs, gets on an American's
'
day."
The sun is mighty hoi, but our Ice nerves.'
"Well," replied Uncle Joe, in a mix
"An American visitor to White's
Is cooling. You will not notice the
ture of Quaker and Cannocian Engonce
said
o
that
of
the
air
If
much
so
the
have
heat
you
plac
plenty
lish, "perhaps I did treat thee a little
our pure Ice In the house. Remember, seemed to him to suggest that the severely, but blankety-blank- ,
thou dedead
upstairs."
our Ice W free from, germs, made king lay
served every damned thing I said."
Man (to boy who is fishing)
from pure distilled water, the latest
The Probable Bread Winner.
ling any bites?
sanitary methods are employed and
A Clear Case.
Boy Yes.
Representative Henrv of Texn was
all deliveries are promptly made. Or'You claim that the wheel of the de
Man Perch?
a dinner in Washington,
at
talking,
fendant's car passed over your stomder today.
about an impecunious nobleman.
Boy No, mosquitoes.
said the defendant's attorney to
"He is engaged to a Chicago girl,! ach,"
on the stand. "Yet. here
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
the
plaintiff
said Mr. Henry. "The girl's mother Is
watch which you
your
HIS IDEA OF SUCCESS
Phone Main 227
was boasting about the match at a
testify to having carried in your vest
tea.
pocket. at the time, and the crystal
" 'May,' she said, 'will
occupy a very Isn't even cracked. How do you ac"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
remarkable social Dosltlon now. T 9m count for that?"
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E. endeavoring to educate her up to it.'
"Why," said the plaintiff, "the car
un, i see,' said a friend.- 'You are was going so fast there
Pa. There Is nothGebhardt, Oriole,
wasn't time
'
I
her.
teaching
Bunnose. to wsh nfl for the crystal to
ing tetter. For sale by all dealers.
break, sir." Har
iron, to do plain sewing, address enWeekly.
velopes, or something of that sort?'" per's
fc

HE

T

Extent to Which Red Tape
Methods Prevail In Ger-many.

FIRST OF ANIMAL

American dry fly fishing may be defined briefly as the art of displaying
to the trout a single artificial
fly
floating upon the surface of the stream
In the exact manner of the natural
Insect.
Upon occasions, somewhat, rare indeed, but nevertheless of sufficient frequency to render the fact noteworthy,
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
the American dry fly man casts conLock and Gunsmith Bicycle and sciously to a rising and feeding trout
"
the invariable custom of the English
General Repairing
dry fly "purist."
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas On the trout, streams of this counStreet
try, however, the orthodox manner of
fishing and floating fly is to fish all the
water as when wet fly casting.
In America, owing to the fact that
Automobile, Carriage &
the dry fly angler fishes the water
and not the rise, wet and dry fly fishing are far more closely related than
is the case in England, where the orN. 0. HERMAN

WHY HE WAS MARRIED

Sample of

-

Carriage Manufacturer,
. General Blackxmithing,'
Carriage Painting

OPTIC. FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1912.

DAILY

PENNY

tickets.
"That will not do. You have in
fringed the law, and must pay six
marks," the man insisted.
"I get out at Owen, and will explain
matters to the station master," I said.
I did so.
"The fine is six marks," said the
official, peremptorily.
"But, Bald I, "I demanded a third
class ticket, and was given one for
which I had not asked. This was an
oversight on the part of the clerk."
"You should have examined your
ticket" the station master insisted.
The train was delayed five minutes
while we threshed out the question on
the platform in great detail, and the
other passengers craned their necks
out of the windows of the carriages
and listened with lively interest At
last,
reluctantly, the station master
DRY FLY FISHING
AMERICAN
yielded; but I must pay the difference.
"What is it?" I asked.
The Angler Fishes the Water and Not
"One penny."
the Rise as They Do In

A. H. Lorcnzen

'r--4-2p

A

victuals.
"Kvsa then they- worried a good deal
for fear everybody would bring pickle
forks or butter knives. But after a
while they hit on an idea that worked
first rate.
"They wrote at the bottom of the
invitations, asking the folks not to buy
presents until they got there, for the
jeweler from Buckeye Bridge would
be In the yard with a full line of silverware, and no two pieces alike.'"
"That was clever," said the stranger. "Picked out their own presents,
x
you might say."
"Yes," said HI, "but that wasn't the
best part of it We learned afterward
they dickered with the jeweler and got
him to give them 20 per cent, on all
he sold." Youth's Companion.

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

'

ABOUT

Mirandy
wanted to celebrate their silver wed'
ding. They had never celebrated any
'
anniversary before because, as Miran- sir marks."
dy told my wife, the silver wedding
I explained, and offered at once to
w4 the first one where the presents pass into a fourth-clas- s
carriage or
would be worth more than the
pay the difference in the price ol

LAS VEGAS GARAQE

1

MUCH ADO

-

isum

ClassiBed ads. search out
thejpeople to
of those who MIGHT BUY the

whom-a- mon

particular thing is worth LJt.
That property you want to sell isIWORTH MOST
to iorrn
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would
never
hear of youf property unless it were advertised
here.
1
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are atunons to 0nd and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, article, of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all passible buyers
possible sorts of things, they have come to be

best markets

I

of a
the finders of 1 ue

1
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.
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Thjit You Boost Your Business.
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You Can do it by Advertising.
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Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
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Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use1 of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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EXTRA FANCY

DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1912.
R E. Wlngo has placed his order
tor an Eventt six cylinder 48 horse
power foredoor touring car.

LOCAL NEWS

CALIFORNIA TOATCES

Everybody's Doing It. No they
aren't. "They've All Quit Doing It,"
latest song, at Romero Stationery

See Van Petten for Insurance.

POUNDS FOR. 25c

2

VEGA

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon company, Bridge street
cents a copy.
at the Opera Bar.

EXTRA FANCY COLORADO CELERY

Twenty-flv-

e

IN

OF

ACCUSED

C7"-

;

CATTLE STEALING

2 Bunches for 25c

,

Mr. Schoonmaker is in town at the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery office of Cutler Brothers to arrange
Louis Roberts and Joh-- Lumpkins,
for malting dates with those wishing charged
to you. At tbe Lobby. Of court.
by C. O'Donnell wth stealto visit Harvey's during the month of ing one head of cattle from the propR. B. Setioonmaker.
Cleofes Raol has applied at the August.
erty of the Red iliver Va'iey com-p- i
court house for $2 as bounty on a wild
th'.- Bell ranch,
ry, better known
George Trultt, the Santa Fe brake- - wl lch.is located in tu.s eastern part
cat killed by him several weeks ago.
man who sustained a badly crushed of San
Miguel cj,inty, appeared be
Joee G. Gutierrez has applied at tbe leg in an accident at Springer about fore Justice of the Peace D. R, Murcourt house for $8 as bounty on four ten days ago, is Improving rapidly. In ray this morning for a preliminary
coyotes killed by him at Cherryvale all probability it will not be neces examination The defendants asked
sary to amputate the injured member. for a short continuance, which was
recently.
though Trultt may be crippled as
bond being
granted, appearance
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com result of the accident.
named at, f 1,500. The date of the
pany will hold Ita regular monthly
hearing was set for August 26.
Cannon Anderson, who for a num.
meeting tonight In the station house
The animal was stolen from the
on Bridge street.
ber of years has been employed as Bell ranch on last Sunday, and comSanta Fe baggage master In the local plaint was filed by Mr. O'Donnell
Fight pictures at the Isis tonight depot, has resigned hlg position. Mr. here-- on Tuesday. The arrest of Rob
and Saturday will show the fight as Anderson will be succeeded by Harry erts and Lumpklns was made yester
it really was. See for yours ii. Ad Bradrick. Mr. Bradrlck has been em. day In ucumcarl by Deputy Sheriff
mission 25 cen-.- s to sli.
ployed as bill clerk during the ab Felipe Lopez, and the men were
sence of Morton Howell, who was in brought to Las Vegas last night The
Through special arrangement with Santa Fe.
defendants, who are both cowpunch
the management "of the Johnson- ers, are residents oi Quay county.
Flynn fight pictures the price for to
Roberts and Lumpklns, who hope
"Chief" Lockhart, a member of the
night and Saturday will be 25 cents Las Vegas Maroons, recently disband to prove their lnnoncence
of the
to all. Isis theater.
ed, left this afternoon for Albuquer charge by an alibi, will use the time
que where he expects to remain dur between now and the date of the
P. X Bord was arrested last even
ing the summer or until going to the hearing procuring witnesses and tes
ing on the charge of drunkenness and Pacific coast, where he will play win timony.
this morning, at a hearing before te;- - baseball. "Chief" was the Ma
Judge D. R. Murray, was sentenced to roons' spit ba artist, and shortstop,
10 days on the city chain gang.
and one of the best all around play ILLINOIS STATESMEN
ers that ever stepped onto the L.'b
Judge David J. Leahy yesterday af Vepa-- i
He always will be
REFUSE TO REPLY
ternoon, after having heard much tes welcomed in las. Vegas as a mem
timony relating to the case of Sacra- bor of fi:ti re S'eadow City f'! liams.
mento Baca against the board ot comTHEY
DEMAND
FOR
THINK
missioners of Mora county, decided
The board of trustees of the Acequia
STATEMENT
REGARDING
not to issiije an injunction preventing Madre de loa
Vigiies, composed of
NEW PARTY UNFAIR
the construction of a road through the
Lopez, J. Ililario Montoya and
place owned by Mr. Baca. A tempor William Harper, has brought action in
Washington, Aug. 2. Questioned
ary injunction had existed, but this the district court against the GaUiuas.
by Medill McCormick of Chicago, one
was dissolved by the court. District
Canal, Water Storage and Irrigation of the managers of Colonel Roose
Attorney Ward represented the Mora company, of which T. H. Moen is said velt's
campaign, as to Its attitude to
The mad in to be the agent,
county commissioners.
that that cor ward the colonel's candidacy, repub
asking
'
question is near Shoemaker.
poration be enjoined from using wa lican members of the Illinois delega
ter from the Galinaa river above the tion in the house today engaged
During the month, of July the num intake of the acequia. Judge David neither in conversation among -- them.
ber of bound volumes on the shelves J. Leahy has set August 7 as the date selves nor made
reply. Many refused
of the Carnegie library was Increased upon which the defendant corporation to comment, but
Representative Rod'from 7,383 to. 7,465. Of this num must appear in court and show why
enberg answered as follows: "Medill
ber 64 were placed In the library by such injunction not be issued. The McCormick, I
regard your inquiry as
gift and 28 by purchase. Mrs. E. R. acequia directors, in their complaint, impertinent as I absolutely deny your
Gilchrist presented tie library with a state that the Gallinas company dug
right to interrogate any republican
set of 50 reference books, Charles an Intake above their ditch, which has candidate as to his attitude."
Peterson, the, Denver publisher, placed been in existence since early times,
Others of the delegation were non
the first volume of "Representative and utilized practically the entire flow committal.
New Mexicans," and the shelves. E. of
watjbr in the riveift to the etnbarrasW. Hart has presented the library
uieui oi me users oi waier iroin tne
Convention In Louisiana.
with a large roll of art linen for use acequia. The
New Orleans, La., Aug. fe. Support
acequia trustees are re
in mending botftA During the month
presented by Attorney Herbert W. ers of Colonel Roosevelt met nere
'
of July 1,122 books were loaned to Clark.
,
today formally to organize the propatrons of the institution, and 1,414
gressive party in, Louisiana and to
persons used thai library. Twenty-fou- r
name delegates to the Chicago con
READY FOR BUSINESS.
cards were Issued to new patrons.
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to vention.
There are now four dally papers in announce
that they have completed
the reading rooms, eight weekly pe- the Installation of
Taft Is "Behind Times.
machinery for the
riodicals and 11 monthly magazines. concentration of ores in
their plant,
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. 2. "Presiand will receive all kinds of ore for dent Taft did not meet the live
in his speech accepting the reconcentration at a very reasonable
price; will give mill run tests on publican nomination," said Colonel
any quantity desired.. The capacity Roosevelt today.
Dollars in Wear or
The colonel said the speech was
of the plant Is 50 tons of ore per
documeu
conservative
Mill
negative,
16
miles
from
is
situated
day.
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore which failed to catch the spirit of t"e
Cents in Washing
per ton, from Las Vegas to the mill times.
of
Colonel Roosevelt's1 confession
is $3. Address all commuiiicatioas
to Margarlto Romero, general mana- faith is to be made in Chicago in a
Which are you saving?
ger," El Porvenir, N. M.
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
Dan Kelly is expesied in fr:m lrini
If you receive In return a serdad tomorrow, from a short visit with
vice so conscientious and painsFRESH EVERY DAY
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
taking that your clothes wear-fotimes as long.
Kelly.
Mise Mary Henry rrivi-- tliis afterSoft water, pure soap, careful
noon
from New YorK City for a vlslf
employes such service means
ot six, weeks or two months with her
GOODS
a weekly economy on clothes
family.
that' quickly runs Into dollars.
Mrs. Louis llfeld and daughters left
Why not begin this economy
t
Springs, Sim Miyesterday
this week? A phone Or postal'
Tkn Ht in Tin in TllmV NH
summer home of Max
the
county,
guel
II n i II
Iiniil
will bring a wagon to your door
Nordhaus and

everything that the market affords in
fresh fruits and green vegetables, can be had at
TiiF ST01E THAT'S AL7)IYS DU3Y

DAVIS

THE CASH GROCER,
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Your Exact Fit
In Regal Osfords.

-

And

(

DEPUTY SHERIFF LOPEZ MAKES
ARRESTS IN GUADALUPE
COUNTY.
i

...

-

Exact fit is absolutely necessary in low shoes
and Regal Oxfords are the only
low-cuin which you can be sure of getting exa-- J
fit. Because Regals are the only shoes ii the
woild made in quarter-size- s
just oir Wiethe usual
ready-to-we-

ar

ts

numb---.u-

One

of ike

''S l."J

New Riga!
Oxfords

X

shoe-fitting- s.

r

I! your
h
u just
L
J
,l,t, ......1
..... ..
u.uai ,..,l( ,du
full iizm, yoa have heretofore

hud to chooie between thoet
little too liii'nt ot too loote.
You don't hefe to accept a
ner-fny more. Come to
ut for pair of Regal Oxford
and voxi perfect fit
aad

comfort.

$350

$400

$09
EL GREENCER6ER
,

-- SOLE AGENT

nftn finir

PIP?

YvLb

Ba-slll- o

W w i,

PER' DOZER
n

"

n

GROCER

GO A

D'tXV.

U

L-A-

SLGARITE

LUMP
'.WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Ea imjm Q ORD.OR-fftw,fe'""-

vVe

have on hand a complete stock of

mm ooeis, wira mmMm

scEEtra

At The Most Reasonable Prices

Use These Jars Once ixnd
You Will Use no Other
Self Sealing, No Rubber Ring, Wide
Mouth At Lowest Prices

Just a Tew Kefr.gercv.tors Left vt
ent Off the Regular Price

J.

LAD VEGAG

LtludlH

Phone Main 150

CO.

Old Town

i

for-Trou-

.'..'

promptly.

At

la

Horns of

Jamily.

Journal.

tie Best otlverytiiog EotaMe

,
'

'

"5

'

"

..

"

--

"

DAILY

;

Laundry

--

I

Phone Main

,'

Mexico Fruits
California, Colorado and N
and Vegetables. Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, Apricot s, Cantaloupes,

Watermelons.

w.n4,

-

Radishes, Lettuce, Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Slimmer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

per

JOHNSEN & SON

"FOBF MiiiJED

I1SBIT

llonie."

GOODS

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

BAKERY

I

5

QUALITY
ASM

'
Noted for- PURITY CLEANLINESS

YOOlfiiCfB TOa

1

"FBirlil

-

Las Vejjas Steam
WE ARE RECEIVIKB

A'owjuerque

C.

"Complete Furnishers of The

ur

Get our Quotations before buying

Shipment of the Famous Economy
Fruit Jars

A

81

'

617 Douglat

Are

CUTTING EXPENSES.
Washington, Aug. 2. The deficit
of the federal treasury at the end of
the first month In the new fiscal
year wasl?743,185. The congressional delay in passing the deficiency and
supply bills decreased the expenses
of the government nearly f 3,000,000,
as compared with July a year ago.

epoech in which he says he

'

'

'

-

It

Fried Cslios

Lots of Nice Cut Roses

'

mi

Cinnamon Rolls

Celery,

NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN

tales

ibore

interest than any other he .has ever H'lPANY KEPT FACTS
Ifthe national progressive
delivjeted.
convention la ,to nominate and adopt
AMY FliOrj CLEEIS
a platform to go with; the. ticket; he
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